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Abstract

Argumentation is an active area of modern artificial intelligence (AI) research, with connections to a range of fields, from computational complexity theory and knowledge representation and reasoning to philosophy and social sciences, as well as application-oriented work in domains such as legal reasoning, multi-agent systems, and decision support. Argumentation frameworks (AFs) of abstract argumentation have become the graph-based formal model of choice for many approaches to argumentation in AI, with semantics defining sets of jointly acceptable arguments, i.e., extensions. Understanding the dynamics of AFs has been recently recognized as an important topic in the study of argumentation in AI. In this work, we focus on the so-called extension enforcement problem in abstract argumentation as a recently proposed form of argumentation dynamics. We provide a nearly complete computational complexity map of argument-fixed extension enforcement under various major AF semantics, with results ranging from polynomial-time algorithms to completeness for the second level of the polynomial hierarchy. Complementing the complexity results, we propose algorithms for NP-hard extension enforcement based on constraint optimization under the maximum satisfiability (MaxSAT) paradigm. Going beyond NP, we propose novel MaxSAT-based counterexample-guided abstraction refinement procedures for the second-level complete problems and present empirical results on a prototype system constituting the first approach to extension enforcement in its generality.

1. Introduction

Argumentation is a core topic in Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Bench-Capon & Dunne, 2007), with applications in e.g. decision support (Amgoud & Prade, 2009), legal reasoning (Bench-Capon, Prakken, & Sartor, 2009), and multi-agent systems (McBurney, Parsons, & Rahwan, 2012). Argumentation frameworks (AFs) proposed by Dung (1995) in the context of abstract argumentation provide the fundamental formal model for many approaches to argumentation in AI. Syntactically, AFs are directed graphs, where arguments are abstract entities represented by vertices. Conflicts among arguments are formalized as attacks, and represented with directed edges between arguments. Semantics of AFs—several of which have been proposed—specify criteria for arguments’ acceptance, resulting in sets of jointly acceptable arguments called extensions.
Argumentation is inherently a dynamic process. Recently, several works have focused on fundamental aspects of argumentation dynamics in terms of AFs, in particular, expansions (Baumann, 2012a; Cayrol, de Saint-Cyr, & Lagasque-Schiex, 2010), revision (Baumann & Brewka, 2015; Coste-Marquis, Konieczny, Mailly, & Marquis, 2014a, 2014b; Diller, Haret, Linsbichler, Rümmele, & Woltran, 2015; Booth, Kaci, Rienstra, & van der Torre, 2013), aggregation (Delobelle, Konieczny, & Vesic, 2015; Delobelle, Haret, Konieczny, Mailly, Rossit, & Woltran, 2016; Endriss & Grandi, 2017), and logical frameworks (Doutre, Herzig, & Perrussel, 2014). In this work, we focus on extension enforcement (Baumann, 2012b; Bisquert, Cayrol, de Saint-Cyr, & Lagasque-Schiex, 2013; de Saint-Cyr, Bisquert, Cayrol, & Lagasque-Schiex, 2016; Coste-Marquis, Konieczny, Mailly, & Marquis, 2015; Coste-Marquis et al., 2014b; Doutre et al., 2014), a specific form of AF dynamics with connections to belief revision, concerned with finding changes to a given AF in order to support a desired point of view, represented as a set of arguments, under pre-specified semantics.

The goal of extension enforcement is to modify a given argumentation framework in light of new information in a way that a given set becomes an extension (Baumann & Brewka, 2010). The extension enforcement problem in abstract argumentation was proposed by Baumann and Brewka (2010), where the (im)possibilities of enforcing a set of arguments were studied under different conditions, namely, addition of new arguments and attacks from and to them (i.e., under the so-called normal, strong and weak expansions). This approach is viable in e.g. dialogue-based settings, where the question is how to make (enforce) a certain point of view (extension) acceptable by drawing new information into the discussion (de Saint-Cyr et al., 2016). Baumann (2012b) generalized the problem to enforcing a set of arguments under minimal change\(^1\), that is, the question is not only whether the set can be enforced (a decision problem), but how many changes to the original framework are required at minimum in order to achieve the desired enforcement (an optimization problem). The removal of arguments and attacks associated with them was studied by Bisquert et al. (2013), de Saint-Cyr et al. (2016), who also generalized the extension enforcement problem to arbitrary goals expressible in first-order logic. All of these approaches make the assumption that the initial attacks of the AF are fixed, and instead new arguments can arrive or old ones can leave.

However, as noted by Baumann and Brewka (2010) and Coste-Marquis et al. (2015), enforcement under these expansions is impossible in the general case. Motivated by this, the argument-fixed extension enforcement problem was proposed by Coste-Marquis et al. (2015), where instead of adding new arguments and attacks, the arguments are fixed, and the original attack structure may be subject to any change, viewed as an optimization problem by minimizing the number of changes necessary. This view guarantees that both the so-called strict and non-strict variants—the tasks being enforcing a given set of arguments exactly as an extension (strict enforcement) or ensuring that a given set of arguments is contained in an extension (non-strict enforcement)—of this argument-fixed extension enforcement problem always have a solution. A further motivation for the argument-fixed extension enforcement problem is in the context of uncertain attacks, which are amenable to change. Such uncertainty can occur, e.g., when an AF was generated from arguments based on enthymemes (Mailly, 2016), i.e., arguments and attacks are created from partially unspecified premises that are assumed—in a potentially erroneous manner—from common knowledge. Enthymemes (incomplete syllogisms) are often used in natural language for technical and strategical reasons, since in human communication one may assume a “common knowledge base” from which to draw unspoken, or implicit, assumptions. Yet another motivation, from a more al-

\(^{1}\) Note that Baumann (2012b) uses the word ’minimal‘ as a synonym for ’minimum‘.
Algorithmic perspective, for the argument-fixed extension enforcement problem is that it subsumes, via addition of further constraints, enforcement under expansions when the set of new arguments is bounded (Coste-Marquis et al., 2015).

In this work, we take the work of Coste-Marquis et al. (2015) considerably further in terms of complexity analysis of and system implementations for the argument-fixed extension enforcement problem. Indeed, while the complexity landscape of non-dynamic problems on AFs, including the credulous and skeptical reasoning tasks for a given fixed AF, is already well-established (Dunne & Wooldridge, 2009), the complexity of extension enforcement under different semantics and problem variants has not been thoroughly studied until now. In terms of complexity studies, to the best of our knowledge the most closely related recent results consider the complexity of problems in the contexts of strategic argumentation (Maher, 2016c, 2016a, 2016b) and incomplete knowledge in argumentation (Baumeister, Neugebauer, & Rothe, 2015a; Baumeister, Rothe, & Schadrack, 2015b). Furthermore, while several efficient systems for the NP-hard variants of non-dynamic problems are available (Cerutti, Dunne, Giacomin, & Vallati, 2014a; Cerutti, Giacomin, & Vallati, 2014b; Dvořák, Järvisalo, Wallner, & Woltran, 2014; Egly, Gaggl, & Woltran, 2010; Nofal, Atkinson, & Dunne, 2014), to our best knowledge the single existing system for extension enforcement was only recently proposed (Coste-Marquis et al., 2015) and supports extension enforcement only w.r.t. a specific AF semantics (the stable semantics). This article aims at bridging these gaps.

1.1 Contributions

Our main contributions are the following.

- We provide a nearly complete computational complexity map of argument-fixed extension enforcement, where the task is to enforce a given extension by modifying the attack relation of a given AF. Our results cover nine standard AF semantics and both the strict and non-strict variants of extension enforcement. For instance, we provide polynomial-time algorithms for strict enforcement under the admissible and stable semantics (the latter of which was in fact proposed to be solved using the NP-machinery of integer programming (IP) in Coste-Marquis et al., 2015); we show that most non-strict enforcement problems are NP-complete, along with strict enforcement under the complete and grounded semantics; and establish second-level completeness for strict enforcement under preferred and semi-stable semantics as well as for non-strict semi-stable and stage semantics.

- We propose algorithms for the NP-hard variants of the enforcement problems based on applying constraint optimization solvers. We detail maximum satisfiability (MaxSAT) encodings for the NP-complete problem variants, and, perhaps most interestingly, propose novel counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) (Clarke, Grumberg, Jha, Lu, & Veith, 2003; Clarke, Gupta, & Strichman, 2004) procedures for the second-level \( \Sigma_2^P \)-complete variants using optimization solvers as functional NP oracles. This results in a first extension enforcement system in its generality, allowing for optimally solving instances of both the non-strict and strict variants of NP-hard extension enforcement under various central AF semantics. We also provide an extensive empirical evaluation of our system implementation.

While our main focus is argument-fixed extension enforcement, we also shortly discuss the normal, strong, and weak variants (Baumann, 2012b) of enforcement, and explain how our declarative approach can be extended to capture some of such further variants of extension enforcement.
This article considerably extends a preliminary version of the work presented at AAAI-16, 30th AAAI Conference on Artificial Intelligence (Wallner, Niskanen, & Järvisalo, 2016), including full previously unpublished formal proofs, new empirical results on the scalability of the approach, as well as extended examples and discussion.

1.2 Paper Structure

The rest of this article is organized as follows. We start with necessary preliminaries on abstract argumentation and argumentation frameworks, maximum satisfiability, and the standard complexity classes central to the following discussion (Section 2), and continue by formally defining extension enforcement as studied in this work as an optimization problem (Section 3). We then proceed to the main contributions of this work: a thorough complexity analysis of strict and non-strict extension enforcement under various central semantics (Section 4), algorithms for NP-hard extension enforcement, including both direct MaxSAT encodings of the NP-complete variants of extension enforcement (Section 5) and counterexample-guided abstraction refinement algorithms for the problem variants that are complete for the second level of the polynomial hierarchy (Section 6), followed by a large-scale empirical evaluation of the algorithms (Section 7). Finally, before conclusions, we briefly discuss other variants of extension enforcement, to what extent the algorithms proposed in this work can be easily adapted to cover the further variants, as well as computational complexity of some of the further variants (Section 8).

2. Preliminaries

We start by recalling the necessary background for the rest of our discussion: argumentation frameworks in the context of abstract argumentation, the central argumentation semantics considered in this work, and background on maximum satisfiability and some of the standard complexity classes.

2.1 Argumentation Frameworks

We recall concepts related to argumentation frameworks (Dung, 1995) and their semantics (Baroni, Caminada, & Giacomin, 2011).

Definition 1. An argumentation framework (AF) is a pair $F = (A, R)$, where $A$ is a finite set of arguments and $R \subseteq A \times A$ is the attack relation. The pair $(a, b) \in R$ means that $a$ attacks $b$. An argument $a \in A$ is defended (in $F$) by a set $S \subseteq A$ if, for each $b \in A$ such that $(b, a) \in R$, there exists $c \in S$ such that $(c, b) \in R$.

Example 1. Let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF with $A = \{a, b, c, d, e\}$ and $R = \{(a, b), (b, c), (c, d), (d, c), (d, e), (e, e)\}$. The corresponding graph representation is shown in Figure 1.

Semantics for argumentation frameworks are defined through a function $\sigma$ which assigns to each AF $F = (A, R)$ a set $\sigma(F) \subseteq 2^A$ of extensions. We consider for $\sigma$ the functions naive, stb,
adm, com, grd, prf, sem, and stg which stand for naive, stable, admissible, complete, grounded, preferred, semi-stable, and stage extensions, respectively. Towards the definition of these semantics we introduce some auxiliary formal concepts.

**Definition 2.** Given an AF $F = (A, R)$, the characteristic function $F_F : 2^A \rightarrow 2^A$ of $F$ is $F_F(S) = \{ x \in A \mid x \text{ is defended by } S \}$. Moreover, for a set $S \subseteq A$, the range of $S$ is $S^+_R = S \cup \{ x \mid (y, x) \in R, y \in S \}$.

The semantics considered in this paper are as follows.

**Definition 3.** Let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF. A set $S \subseteq A$ is conflict-free (in $F$), if there are no $a, b \in S$, such that $(a, b) \in R$. We denote the collection of conflict-free sets of $F$ by $\text{cf}(F)$. For a conflict-free set $S \in \text{cf}(F)$, it holds that

- $S \in \text{naive}(F)$ iff there is no $T \in \text{cf}(F)$ with $S \subset T$;
- $S \in \text{stb}(F)$ iff $S^+_R = A$;
- $S \in \text{adm}(F)$ iff $S \subseteq F_F(S)$;
- $S \in \text{com}(F)$ iff $S = F_F(S)$;
- $S \in \text{grd}(F)$ iff $S$ is the least fixed-point of $F_F$;
- $S \in \text{prf}(F)$ iff $S \in \text{adm}(F)$ and there is no $T \in \text{adm}(F)$ with $S \subset T$;
- $S \in \text{sem}(F)$ iff $S \in \text{adm}(F)$ and there is no $T \in \text{adm}(F)$ with $S^+_R \subset T^+_R$;
- $S \in \text{stg}(F)$ iff there is no $T \in \text{cf}(F)$ with $S^+_R \subset T^+_R$.

It is a well-known fact that for any AF $F$ it holds that $\text{cf}(F) \supseteq \text{adm}(F) \supseteq \text{com}(F) \supseteq \text{prf}(F) \supseteq \text{sem}(F) \supseteq \text{stg}(F)$. We use the term $\sigma$-extension to refer to an extension under a semantics $\sigma \in \{ \text{naive, stb, adm, com, grd, prf, sem, stg} \}$.

**Example 2.** Consider the AF $F$ in Example 1 on page 4. For the semantics $\sigma$ considered, the $\sigma$-extensions of $F$ are enumerated in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\sigma$</th>
<th>$\sigma(F)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>naive</td>
<td>${ {a, c}, {a, d}, {b, d}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stb</td>
<td>${{a, d}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adm</td>
<td>${\emptyset, {a}, {a, c}, {a, d}, {d}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com</td>
<td>${{a}, {a, c}, {a, d}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grd</td>
<td>${{a}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prf</td>
<td>${{a, c}, {a, d}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sem</td>
<td>${{a, d}}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stg</td>
<td>${{a, d}}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Central Complexity Classes

We briefly recall the complexity classes used in this paper (for more details we refer the reader to Papadimitriou, 1994). The complexity class $P$ contains all problems that can be solved with a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm. The class $NP$ contains all problems solvable via a non-deterministic polynomial-time algorithm. The class $coNP$ is the class of complements of $NP$ problems. Finally, we make use of the class $NP^{NP} = \Sigma^P_2$, which is the class of problems that can be decided with a non-deterministic polynomial-time algorithm that has access to an $NP$-oracle, i.e., can decide a problem in $NP$ in constant time. A problem $P$ is $C$-hard if every problem $P'$ in $C$ is polynomial-time reducible to $P$, i.e., there is a polynomial-time algorithm that transforms an instance $I'$ of $P'$ to an instance $I$ of $P$ such that $I'$ is a “yes” instance of $P'$ if and only if $I$ is a “yes” instance of $P$. A problem $P$ is complete for a complexity class $C$ if $P$ is in $C$ and $P$ is $C$-hard.

2.3 Maximum Satisfiability

In this work we present declarative encodings that can be used for solving extension enforcement optimally under various semantics. We employ maximum satisfiability (MaxSAT) as a well-suited declarative language. Specifically, we will present MaxSAT encodings as well as develop counterexample-guided abstraction refinement algorithms for solving the $\Sigma^P_2$-complete problem variants by applying the NP-encodings. For necessary background, we now recall the MaxSAT problem.

For a variable $x$, there are two literals, $x$ and $\neg x$. A clause is a disjunction ($\lor$) of literals. A truth assignment is a function from variables to $\{0, 1\}$. A clause $c$ is satisfied by a truth assignment $\tau$ ($\tau(c) = 1$) if $\tau(x) = 1$ for a literal $x$ in $c$, or $\tau(x) = 0$ for a literal $\neg x$ in $c$; otherwise $\tau$ does not satisfy $c$ ($\tau(c) = 0$).

An instance $\varphi = (\varphi_h, \varphi_s)$ of the partial MaxSAT problem consists of a set $\varphi_h$ of hard clauses and a set $\varphi_s$ of soft clauses. Any truth assignment $\tau$ that satisfies every clause in $\varphi_h$ is a solution to $\varphi$. The cost of a solution $\tau$ to $\varphi$ is $\text{COST}(\varphi, \tau) = \sum_{c \in \varphi_s} (1 - \tau(c))$, i.e., the number of soft clauses not satisfied by $\tau$. A solution $\tau$ is optimal for $\varphi$ if $\text{COST}(\varphi, \tau) \leq \text{COST}(\varphi, \tau')$ holds for any solution $\tau'$ to $\varphi$. Given $\varphi$, the partial MaxSAT problem asks to find an optimal solution to $\varphi$. From here on, we refer to partial MaxSAT simply as MaxSAT.

3. Extension Enforcement

We continue by recalling definitions of enforcement operators central to this work (Baumann, 2012b; Coste-Marquis et al., 2015) and by formally defining argument-fixed extension enforcement (Coste-Marquis et al., 2015) as the optimization problem considered in this work.

Formally, the task of extension enforcement is to modify the attack structure $R$ of an AF $F = (A, R)$ in a way that a given set $T$ becomes (a subset of) an extension under a given semantics $\sigma$. Strict enforcement requires that the given set of arguments has to be a $\sigma$-extension, while in non-strict enforcement it is required to be a subset of a $\sigma$-extension. We denote strict by $s$ and non-strict by $ns$.

Denote by

$$\text{enf}(F, T, s, \sigma) = \{ R' \mid F' = (A, R'), \ T \in \sigma(F') \}$$
The set of attack structures that strictly enforce $T$ under $\sigma$ for an AF $F$, and analogously

$$enf(F, T, ns, \sigma) = \{ R' \mid F' = (A, R'), \exists T' \in \sigma(F') : T' \supseteq T \}$$

for non-strict enforcement.

The Hamming distance between two attack structures $R$ and $R'$ is $|R \Delta R'| = |R \setminus R'| + |R' \setminus R|$, i.e., the cardinality of the symmetric difference, or the number of changes (additions or removals of attacks) of an enforcement. In this work we consider extension enforcement as an optimization problem, where the number of changes is minimized. Formally, the problem can be stated as follows.

**Optimal Extension Enforcement** ($M \in \{s, ns\}$)

Input: AF $F = (A, R)$, $T \subseteq A$, and semantics $\sigma$.

Task: Find an AF $F^* = (A, R^*)$ with

$$R^* \in \arg \min_{R' \in enf(F, T, M, \sigma)} |R \Delta R'|.$$ 

**Example 3.** Let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF with $A = \{a, b, c, d\}$ and $R = \{(b, a), (b, c), (c, a), (c, d), (d, b)\}$. The corresponding graph representation is shown in Figure 2. Consider enforcing $\{a\}$ under the complete semantics. Note that for $F$ we have $\text{com}(F) = \{\emptyset\}$, i.e., the only complete extension is the empty set. A way to strictly enforce $\{a\}$ as a complete extension is to remove the attacks $(b, a)$ and $(c, a)$ (Figure 3a). Adding $(d, c)$ makes $\{a, d\}$ a complete extension, and thereby $\{a\}$ becomes non-strictly enforced (Figure 3b).

For non-strict extension enforcement, the problems of enforcing an extension under the admissible, complete and preferred semantics coincide.

**Theorem 1.** Let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF, $T \subseteq A$. Now

$$enf(F, T, ns, adm) = enf(F, T, ns, com) = enf(F, T, ns, prf).$$
Table 1: Complexity results for argument-fixed extension enforcement.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>strict</th>
<th>non-strict</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conflict-free</td>
<td>in P</td>
<td>in P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naive</td>
<td>in P</td>
<td>in P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Admissible</td>
<td>in P</td>
<td>NP-complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stable</td>
<td>in P</td>
<td>NP-complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complete</td>
<td>NP-complete</td>
<td>NP-complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grounded</td>
<td>NP-complete</td>
<td>NP-complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preferred</td>
<td>$\Sigma_2^P$-complete</td>
<td>NP-complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-stable</td>
<td>$\Sigma_2^P$-complete</td>
<td>$\Sigma_2^P$-complete</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage</td>
<td>coNP-hard and in $\Sigma_2^P$</td>
<td>$\Sigma_2^P$-complete</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Proof.** First, suppose $R' \in \text{enf}(F,T,ns,\text{prf})$, and let $F' = (A,R')$. Since now there exists a superset $T' \supseteq T$ such that $T' \in \text{prf}(F')$, and in addition $\text{prf}(F') \subseteq \text{com}(F')$, it also holds that $T' \in \text{com}(F')$. Therefore $R' \in \text{enf}(F,T,ns,\text{com})$, which shows that $\text{enf}(F,T,ns,\text{prf}) \subseteq \text{enf}(F,T,ns,\text{com})$ holds. The inclusion $\text{enf}(F,T,ns,\text{com}) \subseteq \text{enf}(F,T,ns,\text{adm})$ is handled similarly by noting that complete extensions of the new AF are a subset of the admissible extensions.

Now, suppose $R' \in \text{enf}(F,T,ns,\text{adm})$, and let again $F' = (A,R')$. From the definition we know that there exists $T' \supseteq T$ such that $T' \in \text{adm}(F')$. Let now $T'' \in \text{adm}(F')$ be a maximal element with respect to set-inclusion such that $T' \subseteq T''$. It follows that $T'' \in \text{prf}(F')$, and since $T \subseteq T''$, we know that $R' \in \text{enf}(F,T,ns,\text{prf})$. Therefore the final inclusion $\text{enf}(F,T,ns,\text{adm}) \subseteq \text{enf}(F,T,ns,\text{prf})$ also holds, establishing equality between the three sets. □

The fact that the optimal solutions are also the same for non-strict extension enforcement under the admissible, complete, and preferred semantics follows trivially from Theorem 1.

4. Complexity Analysis

This section is dedicated to complexity analysis of non-strict and strict extension enforcement under various central AF semantics. In the decision problem for extension enforcement, we are given an AF $F = (A,R)$, a semantics $\sigma$, a set $T \subseteq A$, and an integer $k \geq 0$, and are asked to decide if there is an $F' = (A,R')$ with $|R \Delta R'| \leq k$ that enforces $T$ non-strictly (resp. strictly) for semantics $\sigma$. That is, the decision problem for extension enforcement asks whether a given set of arguments can be enforced non-strictly (strictly) with at most $k$ modifications to the attack structure.

An overview of the complexity results of this paper is given in Table 1. Contrasting with the central (non-dynamic) credulous acceptance problem, where we are given an AF $F = (A,R)$, an argument $a \in A$, and a semantics $\sigma$, and asked to decide whether $a \in \bigcup \sigma(F)$, we note that under the grounded semantics, both variants of enforcement are NP-complete, while credulous acceptance is decidable in polynomial time. For all other semantics considered here, the complexities of non-strict enforcement and credulous acceptance coincide (Dimopoulos & Torres, 1996; Coste-Marquis, Devred, & Marquis, 2005; Dunne & Caminada, 2008; Dvořák & Woltran, 2010). On the other hand, strict enforcement is computable in polynomial time under the admissible and stable semantics, and credulous acceptance is NP-complete (Dimopoulos & Torres, 1996). Additionally, strict enforcement under the preferred semantics is $\Sigma_2^P$-complete, and credulous acceptance is NP-
complete, since credulous acceptance under the admissible and preferred semantics, respectively, coincide.

We begin our analysis with non-strict extension enforcement. A basic observation is that, to enforce a set $T$ under semantics $\sigma$, all attacks “inside” $T$ need to be removed, since all considered semantics are based on conflict-free sets. For non-strict enforcement under conflict-free and naive semantics, this modification turns out to be optimal.

**Theorem 2.** Non-strict extension enforcement for conflict-free and naive semantics is in P.

**Proof.** Let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF and $T \subseteq A$ the set to be enforced. Define $F^* = (A, R^*)$ with $R^* = R \setminus (T \times T)$. Now $T \in cf(F^*)$ and thus there is a $T' \in naive(F^*)$ with $T \subseteq T'$. For any $R' \subseteq A \times A$ with $|R \Delta R'| < |R \Delta R^*|$ it holds that $T$ and all supersets of $T$ are not conflict-free in $F' = (A, R')$. Thus $F^*$ is the unique optimal solution. ∎

For the remaining semantics, non-strict enforcement is presumably harder. This follows from the fact that it is computationally hard to check whether there is a superset of $T$ that is a $\sigma$-extension of the input AF $F$.

**Theorem 3.** Non-strict extension enforcement for admissible, complete, preferred, and stable semantics is NP-complete.

**Proof.** Recall that non-strict extension enforcement under the admissible, complete and preferred semantics coincide (Theorem 1). Therefore it is enough to consider one of these, for instance the admissible semantics. Let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF, $T \subseteq A$ the set to be enforced, $\sigma \in \{adm, stb\}$, and $k \geq 0$ an integer. Let $R'$ be a nondeterministic guess for the attack structure of the proposed solution $AF F' = (A, R')$, and $T'$ the guess for the superset of $T$ that is a $\sigma$-extension. Since the necessary checks $|R \Delta R'| \leq k$, $T \subseteq T'$ and $T' \in \sigma(F')$ can be computed in polynomial time, it holds that non-strict extension enforcement under these semantics is in NP.

NP-hardness follows from a reduction from the NP-complete credulous acceptance problem under semantics $\sigma$ (Dimopoulos & Torres, 1996), where we have to decide whether an argument $a$ is contained in one $\sigma$-extension of a given AF $F$. This problem is reduced to non-strict extension enforcement as follows. Let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF, and $a \in A$ an argument whose credulous acceptance is to be checked. Define a non-strict extension enforcement instance with the same AF $F$ and the singleton set $T = \{a\}$ to be enforced. The reduction can clearly be computed in polynomial time. Suppose $T$ can be enforced with 0 changes to the attack structure. This implies that $a$ is credulously accepted, since there exists $T' \supseteq T$ such that $T' \in \sigma(F)$. On the other hand, if $a$ is credulously accepted, there exists some $T' \in \sigma(F)$ such that $T \subseteq T'$, that is, $T$ is non-strictly enforced with 0 changes. ∎

The same complexity jump from NP-completeness of credulous acceptance under admissible, complete, preferred, and stable semantics to $\Sigma^P_2$-completeness under semi-stable and stage semantics holds with non-strict extension enforcement, as we show next.

**Theorem 4.** Non-strict extension enforcement for semi-stable and stage semantics is $\Sigma^P_2$-complete.

**Proof.** We show $\Sigma^P_2$-completeness for these problems similarly as in the NP-completeness proof of Theorem 3. Let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF, $T \subseteq A$ the set to be enforced, $\sigma \in \{sem, stg\}$, and $k \geq 0$ an integer. Let $R'$ be a nondeterministic guess for the attack structure of the proposed solution.
\[ F' = (A, R') \text{, and } T' \text{ the guess for the superset of } T \text{ that is a } \sigma\text{-extension. Since the checks } |R \Delta R'| \leq k, T \subseteq T' \text{ can be computed in polynomial time, and } T' \in \sigma(F') \text{ via a single call to an NP-oracle, it is clear that non-strict extension enforcement under these semantics is in } \Sigma_2^P. \]

\[ \Sigma_2^P \text{-hardness follows from a reduction from the } \Sigma_2^P \text{-complete credulous acceptance problem under semantics } \sigma \text{ (Dunne & Caminada, 2008; Caminada, Carnielli, & Dunne, 2012; Dvořák & Woltran, 2010). Let } F = (A, R) \text{ be an AF, and } a \in A \text{ an argument whose credulous acceptance is to be checked. Define a non-strict extension enforcement instance with the same } AF \text{ enforced with } a T \text{ to be enforced. The reduction can clearly be computed in polynomial time. Now } T \text{ can be enforced with 0 changes to the attack structure if and only if } a \text{ is credulously accepted. } \Box \]

Coste-Marquis et al. (2015) established that the union of non-strict and strict extension enforcement under stable semantics is NP-hard. As a more fine-grained analysis, by Theorem 3 non-strict enforcement is in itself NP-complete; furthermore, in the following we will show that strict enforcement under stable semantics is in fact in P.

From the previous theorems it might appear that the main source of intractability does not originate from the modifications of the attack structure, but from (credulous) acceptance problems associated with the semantics under consideration. However, even for the grounded semantics, non-strict enforcement turns out to be NP-complete. This suggests that the non-determinism introduced by changes in the attack structure is another source for NP-hardness.

**Theorem 5.** Non-strict extension enforcement for grounded semantics is NP-complete.

**Proof.** Membership follows from a non-deterministic guess of a new attack structure and then computing the grounded extension which can be done in polynomial time. Finally, we check whether the desired set is contained in the grounded extension and whether the cardinality of the symmetric difference between the original and new framework does not exceed the given bound.

For hardness, we provide a reduction from the problem of checking whether a given Boolean formula \( \phi \) in CNF is satisfiable. Let \( X = \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\} \) be the vocabulary of \( \phi \) and \( C \) the set of clauses of \( \phi \). We view clauses as sets of literals. For a set \( X \), let \( \overline{X} = \{\overline{x} \mid x \in X\} \). We construct an AF \( F = (A, R) \) as follows. We define the arguments by

\[
A = \{t_1, t_2\} \cup X \cup \overline{X} \cup \\
\{c^j \mid c \in C, 1 \leq j \leq n + 1\} \cup \\
\{y_i^j, \overline{y}_i^j, z_i^j \mid x_i \in X, 1 \leq j \leq n + 1\},
\]

and the attacks by

\[
R = \{(x_i, c^j) \mid x_i \in c, x_i \in X, c \in C, 1 \leq j \leq n + 1\} \cup \\
\{ (\overline{x}_i, c^j) \mid \neg x_i \in c, \overline{x}_i \in X, c \in C, 1 \leq j \leq n + 1\} \cup \\
\{ (c^j, t_1) \mid c \in C, 1 \leq j \leq n + 1\} \cup \\
\{ (x_i, \overline{x}_i), (\overline{x}_i, x_i) \mid x_i \in X\} \cup \\
\{ (x_i, y_i^j), (\overline{x}_i, \overline{y}_i^j) \mid x_i \in X, 1 \leq j \leq n + 1\} \cup \\
\{ (y_i^j, z_i^j), (\overline{y}_i^j, z_i^j) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq n + 1\} \cup \\
\{ (z_i^j, t_2) \mid 1 \leq i \leq n, 1 \leq j \leq n + 1\}.
\]
The constructed AF, restricted to one value of \( j \), is shown in Figure 4. We claim that \( \phi \) is satisfiable iff there is an AF \( F' = (A, R') \) such that \( T' \in \text{grd}(F') \), \( T' \subseteq T' \), and \( |R \Delta R'| \leq n \), where \( n = |X| \) and \( T = \{ t_1, t_2 \} \).

Assume that \( \phi \) is satisfiable. Then there is a truth assignment \( \tau \) such that \( \tau \models \phi \). Define the shorthands \( X_1 = \{ x_i \in X \mid \tau(x_i) = 1 \} \) and \( X_0 = \{ x_i \in X \mid \tau(x_i) = 0 \} \). We define \( R' = R \setminus D \) with \( D = \{ (\pi_i, x_i) \mid x_i \in X_1 \} \cup \{ (x_i, \pi_i) \mid x_i \in X_0 \} \). In words, we remove attacks from arguments in \( X_1 \) onto arguments in \( X \) if the corresponding truth value is 1, and from \( X_0 \) onto \( X_0 \) if the corresponding truth value is 0. For each pair \( x_i \) and \( \pi_i \) we remove one direction of the mutual attacks between them. It holds that \( |D| = n \). We now show that it holds that \( T \subseteq G \) with \( G \) the grounded extension of \( F' = (A, R') \). Since there is no attack in \( F' \) onto arguments in \( X_1 \) and \( X_0 \), these arguments are all in the grounded extension of \( F' \). Since these are the only unattacked arguments in \( F' \) it holds that \( (X_1 \cup X_0) = F_{F'}(\emptyset) \). For each \( i \) with \( 1 \leq i \leq n \) it holds that exactly one of \( \{ y_i', \bar{y}_i \} \) for each \( j \) with \( 1 \leq j \leq n + 1 \) is defended by \( F_{F'}(\emptyset) \). If \( x_i \in F_{F'}(\emptyset) \), then \( \bar{y}_i \) is defended, otherwise if \( \pi_i \in F_{F'}(\emptyset) \), then \( y_i' \) is defended. This means that \( \{ y_i', \bar{y}_i \} \cap F_{F'}^2(\emptyset) \neq \emptyset \) for each \( i, j \) with \( 1 \leq i \leq n \) and \( 1 \leq j \leq n + 1 \). This implies each \( z_i^j \) is attacked by the grounded extension and in turn \( t_2 \) is defended by the grounded extension, implying that \( t_2 \) is part of the grounded extension. Finally, \( t_1 \) is defended by \( F_{F'}(\emptyset) \), since each \( c \) with \( c \in C \) attacked by \( F_{F'}(\emptyset) \) due to the assumption that \( \tau \models \phi \). This can be seen due to the fact that for each \( c \in C \) there exists a literal \( l \in \mathcal{C} \) such that \( \tau \models l \). If \( l = x_i \), then \( x_i \in X_1 \) and \( x_i \in G \). Otherwise, if \( l = \bar{x}_i \), then \( \bar{x}_i \in \bar{X}_0 \) and \( \bar{x}_i \in G \). In both cases the corresponding attacking arguments for \( c \) are in the grounded extension. Therefore also \( t_1 \) is in the grounded extension.

For the other direction assume that \( T \) is non-strictly enforced by \( F' = (A, R') \) such that \( T' \subseteq G \) with \( G \) the grounded extension of \( F' \), and at most \( n \) changes are made from the original \( F \), i.e., \( |R \Delta R'| \leq n \). We first prove some auxiliary results. We first argue that for each \( x_i \in X \) at least one of \( \{ x_i, \pi_i \} \) is attacked by the grounded extension of \( F' \). For showing that consider \( R_j = \{ (a, b) \mid a \in A, b \in \{ y_i', \bar{y}_i, z_i^0 \} \cup \{ (z_i^j, t_2) \} \}. That is, \( R_j \) contains all attacks from all arguments onto \( \{ y_i', \bar{y}_i, z_i^0 \} \) and the single attack from \( z_i^j \) to \( t_2 \). For each \( j, j' \) with \( 1 \leq j, j' \leq n + 1 \) it holds that \( R_j \cap R_{j'} = \emptyset \) for \( j \neq j' \). Now, we prove that there exists a \( j \) such that \( R \cap R_j = R' \cap R_j \), that is,
there is no change between $F$ and $F'$ on the set $R_j$. Since $|R \Delta R'| \leq n$, there must exist such a $j$ by a simple pigeon-hole argument (there are at most $n$ changes, but we have $n + 1$ such $R_j$). Now let $j$ be such that $R \cap R_j = R' \cap R_j$. Since $t_2$ is in the grounded extension of $F'$, one of $\{y_i^j, \overline{y}_i^j\}$ must be too, since otherwise $t_2$ would not be defended against $z_i^j$. This in turn means that one of $\{x_i, x_i^j\}$ must be attacked by the grounded extension of $F'$ (these two arguments attack each one of $\{y_i^j, \overline{y}_i^j\}$).

We now show that the arguments in $X \cup \overline{X}$ which are in the grounded extension of $F'$ form a satisfying assignment of $\phi$. Let $R_j' = \{(a, b) \mid a \in A, b \in \{c^j \mid c \in C\}\} \cup \{(c^j, t_1) \mid c \in C\}$. By a similar pigeon-hole argument as before, it holds that there exists a $j$ such that $R \cap R_j' = R' \cap R_j'$. Let $j$ now be such that this equation holds. Since $t_1$ is in the grounded extension of $F'$, each $c^j$ with $c \in C$ is attacked by the grounded extension. Since $c^j$ is only attacked by arguments in $X \cup \overline{X}$, we construct a partial truth assignment for $\phi$ by

$$\tau(x_i) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } x_i \in G \cap X \\ 0 & \text{if } \overline{x}_i \in G \cap \overline{X}. \end{cases}$$

From the previous observation it holds that these arguments form a well-defined truth assignment, i.e., for no $i$ it holds that both $x_i$ and $\overline{x}_i$ are in the grounded extension or are assigned both 1 and 0 by $\tau$. This truth assignment may be partial. We now show that $\phi[\tau]$ is a tautology. By $\psi[\tau]$ we denote the formula $\psi'$ where every variable that is defined in $\tau$ is replaced by the corresponding truth constant. Then, if $\psi[\tau]$ is a tautology (unsatisfiable), this means that every completion of $\tau$ to all variables satisfies (does not satisfy) $\psi$. Suppose $\phi[\tau]$ is not a tautology. Then $\exists \tau'$ defined on all variables of $\phi$ such that $\tau' \not\models \phi$ with $\tau'(x) = \tau(x)$ if $\tau$ is defined on $x$. It holds that $\exists c \in C$ s.t. $\tau' \not\models c$. Let $l \in c$. We have that

$$\tau'(l) = 0$$

if $l = x_i$ and $\tau'(x_i) = 0$ or $l = \neg x_i$ and $\tau'(x_i) = 1$

only if $(x_i, c^j) \in R'$ and $x_i \not\in G$ or $(\overline{x}_i, c^j) \in R'$ and $\overline{x}_i \not\in G$.

If $\tau' \not\models l$ for all $l \in c$ then $t_1$ is not defended by the grounded extension of $F'$. This is a contradiction. Thus $\phi[\tau]$ is a tautology and $\phi$ is satisfiable.

We move on to strict enforcement. Here we establish polynomial-time results for conflict-free and naive semantics, and, in contrast to non-strict extension enforcement, also for stable and admissible semantics.

**Theorem 6.** Strict extension enforcement for conflict-free, naive, admissible, and stable semantics is in $P$.

**Proof.** Let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF, $T \subseteq A$ the set to be enforced, and $\sigma \in \{\text{cf, naive, adm, stb}\}$. Suppose $T \neq \emptyset$, since otherwise the problem is trivial. Let $t \in T$ be an arbitrary argument in the set.

1. $\sigma = \text{cf}$: Let $R_{\sigma}^* = R \setminus (T \times T)$, that is, $R^*$ is formed by deleting all attacks where both arguments are in $T$. 


2. $\sigma = \text{naive}$: Let

$$R^*_{\text{naive}} = (R \setminus (T \times T)) \cup \{(a, a) \mid a \in A \setminus T, \nexists (b, a) \in R, \nexists (a, b) \in R \text{ with } b \in T \cup \{a\}\},$$

that is, add a self-attack to arguments $a \in A \setminus T$ where $T \cup \{a\}$ would be conflict-free otherwise.

3. $\sigma = \text{adm}$: Let

$$R^*_{\text{adm}} = (R \setminus (T \times T)) \cup \{(t, a) \mid a \in A \setminus T, \exists (a, b) \in R: b \in T, \nexists (c, a) \in R: c \in T\},$$

that is, remove all attacks inside $T$ and add attacks to ensure admissibility by defending from all attacks outside $T$.

4. $\sigma = \text{stb}$: Let $R^*_{\text{stb}} = (R \setminus (T \times T)) \cup \{(t, a) \mid a \in A \setminus T, \nexists b \in T: (b, a) \in R\}$, removing all attacks inside $T$ and extending the range to arguments not attacked by $T$.

Now for each of these semantics $\sigma$, $F^* = (A, R^*_\sigma)$ is a solution AF where $T \in \sigma(F^*)$. These solutions are also optimal, since in each case no less modifications can be made to the original attack structure.

**Example 4.** Consider the AF $F = (A, R)$ in Example 3 from page 7. Suppose we want to enforce $T = \{a, b\}$ strictly.

1. Under $\sigma = \text{cf}$, we need to remove the attack $(b, a)$ in order to make $T$ conflict-free, yielding the AF $F^{\text{cf}}$ illustrated in Figure 5a.

2. Under $\sigma = \text{naive}$, it also suffices to remove the attack $(b, a)$, since in the resulting AF $T$ is already a subset-maximal conflict-free set.

3. Under $\sigma = \text{adm}$, in addition to removing the attack inside $T$, we need a counterattack on the argument $d$, since it attacks $b$ and neither $a$ or $b$ attacks it. This is accomplished via adding the attack $(a, d)$, forming the AF $F^{\text{adm}}$ illustrated in Figure 5b.

4. Under $\sigma = \text{stb}$, $T$ must be conflict-free and the range of $T$ must be the whole set of arguments $A$. Therefore we must delete the attack $(b, a)$, and add an attack from $T$ to argument $d$, e.g., $(a, d)$. The resulting AF $F^{\text{stb}}$ is shown in Figure 5b.

![Figure 5: Optimal solutions to strict extension enforcement in Example 4.](image)
In contrast to the admissible semantics, strict extension enforcement for complete and grounded semantics is NP-complete. Intuitively, admissibility together with the fact that we must not defend arguments outside any desired set can be used for reducing the NP-complete problem of Boolean satisfiability to strict extension enforcement under complete or grounded semantics.

We present in the following a main part of the reduction that “simulates” truth value assignments in strict extension enforcement for complete-based semantics.

**Definition 4.** Let \( X \) be a set. We define a function \( \text{choice}(X) = F \) that returns an AF \( F = (A, R) \) as follows with \( T = \{t_1, t_2, t_3\} \).

- \( A = X \cup \overline{X} \cup \{d_1^x, d_2^x \mid x \in X\} \cup T; \) and
- \( R = \{(z, t), (z, d_1^z), (z, d_2^z), (z, z) \mid z \in X \cup \overline{X}, t \in \{t_1, t_2\}\} \).

We illustrate this “choice gadget” for a singleton set \( X = \{x\} \) in Figure 6a. Enforcing \( T \) to be admissible and at the same time not defending one of the \( \{d_1^x, d_2^x\} \) arguments, i.e., \( T \) to be a complete extension, with at most three changes per element in \( X \) can only be achieved by “choosing” either to modify the framework as shown in Figure 6c or in Figure 6d, modulo that the new attack may come from an arbitrary argument in \( T \). This leads to a new attack structure such that \( T \) attacks either \( x \) or \( \overline{x} \), which naturally leads to a truth value assignment over \( X \) (“assigning” \( x \) to be 1 or 0). Intuitively, with less than two modifications one cannot enforce \( T \) to be admissible, since there are four attacks from two arguments (\( x \) and \( \overline{x} \)) onto \( T \). With two modifications, one can enforce \( T \) to be admissible (see Figure 6b), but only by making \( T \) attacking both \( x \) and \( \overline{x} \), thereby defending \( d_1^x \) and \( d_2^x \), implying that \( T \) is not complete (\( \mathcal{F}_F(T) = T \cup \{d_1^x, d_2^x\} \)). With three modifications one can strictly enforce \( T \) to be admissible and not defending either \( d_1^x \) or \( d_2^x \), by attacking either \( x \) or \( \overline{x} \) and removing attacks from the argument not counter-attacked. These properties of \( \text{choice}(X) = F \) also hold if \( F \) is part of a larger AF, if there are no further attacks onto \( F \) from the larger embedding AF.

The next lemma formalizes these observations; a full proof is provided in Appendix A.

**Lemma 7.** Let \( X \) be a set, \( \text{choice}(X) = F_g = (A_g, R_g) \), and \( T = \{t_1, t_2, t_3\} \) with \( T \subseteq A_g \). Further, let \( F = (A, R) \) be an AF such that \( A_g \subseteq A \), \( R_g \subseteq R \), and \( \not\exists (a, a') \in R \) with \( a' \in A_g \) and \( a \in A \setminus A_g \). We define

\[
\hat{F} = \{F' \mid F' = (A, R'), T \subseteq \mathcal{F}_{F'}(T), T \in \mathcal{cf}(F'), \mathcal{F}_{F'}(T) \cap \{d_1^x, d_2^x \mid x \in X\} = \emptyset, |R \Delta R'| \leq 3 \cdot |X|\}.
\]
For each \( F' \in \hat{F} \) with \( F' = (A, R') \) and each \( x \in X \) exactly one of the following statements holds.

1. There exists a \( (t, x) \in R' \) with \( t \in T \), and there does not exist an \( (\overline{x}, t') \in R' \) with \( t' \in T \).

2. There exists a \( (t, \overline{x}) \in R' \) with \( t \in T \), and there does not exist an \( (x, t') \in R' \) with \( t' \in T \).

Further, it holds that \( (R \Delta R') \subseteq (T \cup X \cup \overline{X}) \times (T \cup X \cup \overline{X}) \).

Equipped with this intermediate result, we are ready to show NP-completeness of strict extension enforcement for complete and grounded semantics.

**Theorem 8.** Strict extension enforcement for complete and grounded semantics is NP-complete.

**Proof.** Regarding membership, for a given \( F = (A, R) \), an integer \( k \), and set \( T \) to be enforced, we guess an \( F = (A, R') \) and verify in polynomial time whether \( T \in \text{com}(F') \) or \( T \in \text{grd}(F') \), and \( |R \Delta R'| \leq k \).

For hardness we reduce from the NP-complete problem of checking whether a given conjunctive normal form propositional formula \( \phi \) is satisfiable. Let \( X \) be the vocabulary of \( \phi, C \) the set of clauses in \( \phi \). Let \( F_g = (A_g, R_g) = \text{choice}(X) \) with \( T = \{t_1, t_2, t_3\} \). We construct an instance of the strict enforcement problem as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
A &= A_g \cup C, \\
R &= R_g \cup \{(x, c) \mid x \in X, c \in C, x \in c\} \cup \\
& \quad \{(\overline{x}, c) \mid \overline{x} \in \overline{X}, c \in C, \neg x \in c\}.
\end{align*}
\]

Further, we define \( k = 3 \cdot |X| \). AF \( F = (A, R) \) can be constructed in polynomial time. See Figure 7 for an illustration. Let \( \sigma \in \{\text{com, grd}\} \). We now claim \( T \) can be enforced in \( F \) under \( \sigma \) with at most \( k \) modifications iff \( \phi \) is satisfiable.

Assume \( \phi \) is satisfiable. Then there is a truth assignment \( \tau \) such that \( \tau \models \phi \). We define the changes in attack relation by \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
D_1 &= \{(x, t) \mid \tau(x) = 1, t \in \{t_1, t_2\}\} \cup \\
& \quad \{(\overline{x}, t) \mid \tau(x) = 0, t \in \{t_1, t_2\}\}, \\
D_2 &= \{(t_3, x) \mid \tau(x) = 0\} \cup \\
& \quad \{(t_3, \overline{x}) \mid \tau(x) = 1\}.
\end{align*}
\]

Now let \( R' = (R \setminus D_1) \cup D_2 \). In words, we add attacks onto \( \overline{x} \) if \( x \) is assigned true in the satisfying assignment of \( \phi \) (onto \( x \) if \( x \) is assigned 0 in the satisfying assignment of \( \phi \)). Further, we remove attacks from \( x \) to \( T \) (from \( \overline{x} \) onto \( T \)) if \( x \) is assigned 1 (0). It holds that \( |R \Delta R'| = 3 \cdot |X| \), since for each \( x \in X \) we add one attack to, resp. remove two attacks from, \( F' \) compared to \( F \).

The set \( T \) defends itself in \( F' \). This can be seen by the fact that for each \( x \in X \) and \( \overline{x} \in \overline{X} \) either there is no attack onto \( T \) or \( T \) attacks the attacking argument. Further, \( D_x = \{d_1, d_2\} \) is not attacked by \( T \) in \( F' \), since one of \( \{x, \overline{x}\} \) is not defended by \( T \) in \( F' \), hence one of \( \{x, \overline{x}\} \) is not attacked by \( T \), but attacks both arguments in \( D_x \). Further, \( \mathcal{F}_{F'}(\emptyset) = \{t_3\} \), and \( \mathcal{F}_{F'}(\{t_3\}) \supseteq \{t_1, t_2\} \), i.e., the grounded extension of \( F' \) contains \( T \). What remains to be shown is that \( C \cap \mathcal{F}_{F'}(T) = \emptyset \), i.e., \( T \) is the grounded extension of \( F' \). Suppose
that there exists a \( c \in C \) such that \( c \in F_{F'}(T) \). It holds that

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{if} & \quad \forall (z, c) \in R', \exists t \in T \text{ s.t. } (t, z) \in R' \\
\text{if} & \quad \forall l \in c, \exists t \in T \text{ s.t.} \\
& \quad \text{if } l = x \text{ then } (x, c) \in R' \text{ and } (t, x) \in R' \\
& \quad \text{and if } l = \neg x \text{ then } (\bar{x}, c) \in R' \text{ and } (t, \bar{x}) \in R' \\
\text{if} & \quad \forall l \in c \\
& \quad \text{if } l = x \text{ then } \tau(x) = 0 \\
& \quad \text{and if } l = \neg x \text{ then } \tau(x) = 1 \\
\text{iff} & \quad \tau \not|= c.
\end{align*}
\]

Therefore, \( T \) defends an argument \( A \setminus T \) iff \( \tau \) is not a satisfying assignment of \( \phi \). By assumption that \( \tau \models \phi \), it holds that \( T \) is the grounded extension of \( F' \) (and a complete extension of \( F' \)).

Now we show the other direction. It suffices to consider the case with \( \sigma = \text{com} \) (the grounded extension is also a complete extension). Assume that there exists an \( F' = \langle A, F' \rangle \) such that \( T \in \text{com}(T) \) and \( |R \Delta R'| \leq 3 \). Due to Lemma 7 we can immediately infer that exactly one of the two statements in that lemma hold for each \( x \in X \) regarding \( F' \). Further, due to the same lemma, the modifications specified in these two statements are the only changes in the new AF. Define a truth assignment \( \tau \) as follows.

\[
\tau(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \exists t \in T \text{ s.t. } (t, x) \in R' \\
0 & \text{if } \exists t \in T \text{ s.t. } (t, \bar{x}) \in R'
\end{cases}
\]

We now claim that \( \tau \models \phi \). Suppose the contrary, that is, there exists a clause \( c \in \phi \) such that \( \tau \not|= c \). This means that if \( x \in c \), then \( \tau(x) = 0 \) and if \( \neg x \in c \) then \( \tau(x) = 1 \). This in turn implies that all attackers of \( c \) in \( F' \) are attacked by \( T \) and \( T \) defends \( c \), implying that \( T \) is not complete in \( F' \), which is a contradiction.
For preferred and semi-stable semantics, we see a jump in complexity: the corresponding problems are in fact $\Sigma_2^P$-complete. Intuitively, in addition to the source of intractability that strict enforcement under complete semantics brings, one has to take into account that modifications to the attack structure might give rise to supersets of $T$ that are admissible. We show $\Sigma_2^P$-hardness by a reduction from satisfiability of quantified Boolean formulas. The reduction utilizes the same choice gadget (Definition 4) as the hardness proof for strict extension enforcement under complete and grounded semantics, but, additionally, incorporates argument and attack constructions to represent universally quantified variables. The full proof is provided in Appendix A.

**Theorem 9.** Strict extension enforcement for preferred and semi-stable semantics is $\Sigma_2^P$-complete.

As an example of when complete and preferred semantics differ w.r.t. strict enforcement, see Figure 8. Here strictly enforcing $\{t\}$ under complete semantics requires no modifications. In contrast, under preferred semantics each other argument requires one distinct modification.

Finally, for stage semantics we give straightforward bounds. Hardness follows from coNP-hardness of verifying if a set is a stage extension (Dvořák & Woltran, 2010).

**Corollary 10.** Strict extension enforcement for stage semantics is in $\Sigma_2^P$ and coNP-hard.

**Proof.** Membership follows by guessing a new attack structure and verifying if the given set is a stage extension in the new framework (verification is in coNP) and checking whether the number of changes is within the bound.

For hardness, we reduce from the verification problem of stage semantics to strict enforcement. Given an AF $F = (A, R)$ and $S \subseteq A$, we construct an instance of strict enforcement by defining the input AF to be $F$, the enforced set to be $S$, and the allowed changes to be 0. Then $S$ is strictly enforceable in $F$ iff $S \in stg(F)$.

Based on our attempts to pinpoint its complexity, we conjecture that strict enforcement for stage semantics is $\Sigma_2^P$-complete; this is the only missing piece in the complexity map (recall Table 1) established in this paper. The same technique as for the $\Sigma_2^P$-hardness proof of preferred and semi-stable semantics cannot be applied to stage semantics. For instance, for the AF in Figure 6a (the choice gadget used to prove hardness for complete, grounded, preferred, and semi-stable semantics), the set $S = \{t_1, t_2, t_3, d_{1x}, d_{2x}\}$ is a stage extension. Enforcing $T = \{t_1, t_2, t_3\}$ strictly to be a stage extension can be achieved by addition of two attacks to make $T$ conflicting with $\{d_{1x}, d_{2x}\}$. This is in contrast to complete-based semantics, which, if restricted to three modifications, requires changes to attacks between $T$ and $\{x, \overline{x}\}$ to make $T$ admissible and not defend $\{d_{1x}, d_{2x}\}$.

Each stage extension is a naive extension, yet strict extension enforcement under naive semantics (a problem that can be decided in polynomial time, recall Theorem 6) differs to strict extension enforcement under preferred semantics.
enforcement under stage semantics. This is witnessed by the example in Figure 9, with an AF that has an $n$-sized clique subgraph ($a_i$ attacks $a_j$ for $1 \leq i, j \leq n$). In this AF, there is no stable extension and each singleton set $\{a_i\}$ is a stage extension. An optimal solution to strictly enforcing $T = \{t\}$ as a stage extension is to have $t$ attack each $a_i$. In contrast, $T$ is already a naive extension of the original AF. Further, solving strict extension enforcement for stage semantics is different in this example to strict extension enforcement under stable semantics (which can be solved in polynomial time, recall Theorem 6), since $b$ is not attacked by $T$ in the modified AF.

5. Extension Enforcement via MaxSAT

In this section we present declarative encodings that can be used for solving extension enforcement optimally under various semantics. We employ MaxSAT as a well-suited declarative language. The NP-complete problems of strict extension enforcement under the complete semantics, and non-strict extension enforcement under the admissible, complete, preferred and stable semantics are solved via a direct MaxSAT encoding of the problem. For non-strict enforcement under stable semantics, our encoding is essentially the same as the integer programming formulation presented by Coste-Marquis et al. (2015). Note that by Theorem 1, non-strict enforcement under the admissible, complete, and preferred semantics, respectively, coincide. Hence these problems may all be solved using the encoding provided in this work for the admissible semantics. The encoding used to solve each problem is summarized in Table 2. We return to the computationally harder problem variants in the next section.

5.1 Soft Clauses for Optimization

In MaxSAT, soft clauses are used to encode the objective function, i.e., the function over which we are optimizing. Let $F = (A, R)$ be the AF of an enforcement instance. For each $a, b \in A$, define Boolean variables $r_{a,b}$ with the interpretation $\tau(r_{a,b}) = 1$ iff the attack $(a, b)$ is included in the attack structure $R'$ of the solution AF $F' = (A, R')$. The objective function to be minimized is the number of changes to the original attack structure. This can be expressed by the soft clauses

$$\varphi_s(F) = \bigwedge_{a,b \in A} r'_{a,b},$$

where

$$r'_{a,b} = \begin{cases} r_{a,b} & \text{if } (a, b) \in R, \\ -r_{a,b} & \text{if } (a, b) \notin R. \end{cases}$$
The above soft clauses are satisfiable if and only if there are no changes to the attack structure. By maximizing the number of clauses satisfied, we are minimizing the Hamming distance between the original and solution AFs.

5.2 Hard Clauses for Extension Enforcement

In addition to the objective function, we need to encode the underlying properties of the problem into the MaxSAT instance. This is accomplished via hard clauses. Let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF and $T \subseteq A$ the set to be enforced under semantics $\sigma$. In addition to the attack variables, for each $a \in A$, define Boolean variables $x_a$ with the intended meaning of $\tau(x_a) = 1$ iff $a$ is included in the extension of the new AF $F'$.

For non-strict extension enforcement, define

$$\text{EXT}(ns, F, T) = \bigwedge_{a \in T} x_a,$$

which states that $T$ is a subset of a $\sigma$-extension.

For conflict-free sets, if an attack is present between two arguments, they cannot occur in the same extension. This is stated as

$$\text{EXT}(ns, F, T, cf) = \text{EXT}(ns, F, T) \land \bigwedge_{a,b \in A} (r_{a,b} \rightarrow (\neg x_a \lor \neg x_b)).$$

For admissible sets, if there is an attack on some argument in an extension, there must be some argument in the same extension that attacks the attacker, i.e., the attacked argument is defended by the extension, encoded as

$$\text{EXT}(ns, F, T, adm) = \text{EXT}(ns, F, T, cf) \land \bigwedge_{a \in T} \bigwedge_{b \in A \backslash T} (r_{b,a} \rightarrow \bigvee_{c \in T} r_{c,b}).$$

For the stable semantics, the range of the extension is the whole set of arguments. Therefore, if an argument is not included in the extension, there must be an attack on it from some argument in the extension. This fact is expressed by

$$\text{EXT}(ns, F, T, stb) = \text{EXT}(ns, F, T, cf) \land \bigwedge_{a \in A} (\neg x_a \rightarrow \bigvee_{b \in A} (x_b \land r_{b,a})).$$

We move on to strict enforcement. Since here the values of the $x_a$ variables are fixed, i.e., $\tau(x_a) = 1$ if $a \in T$, and $\tau(x_a) = 0$ otherwise, there is no need for them in the encoding. Now conflict-free sets can be encoded as

$$\text{EXT}(s, F, T, cf) = \bigwedge_{a,b \in T} \neg r_{a,b},$$

i.e., all attacks inside the set $T$ are removed.

Admissible sets are encoded by

$$\text{EXT}(s, F, T, adm) = \text{EXT}(s, F, T, cf) \land \bigwedge_{a \in T} \bigwedge_{b \in A \backslash T} (r_{b,a} \rightarrow \bigvee_{c \in T} r_{c,b}).$$
Table 2: Encodings and algorithms for the extension enforcement problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Semantics</th>
<th>Encoding/Algorithm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ns</td>
<td>adm, com, prf</td>
<td>EXT(ns, F, T, adm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ns</td>
<td>stb</td>
<td>EXT(ns, F, T, stb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ns</td>
<td>sem, stg</td>
<td>Algorithm 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>adm</td>
<td>EXT(s, F, T, adm)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>com</td>
<td>EXT(s, F, T, com)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>stb</td>
<td>EXT(s, F, T, stb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s</td>
<td>prf, sem, stg</td>
<td>Algorithm 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the complete semantics, in addition all defended arguments must be included in the extension. Therefore, there must be an attack on all arguments outside T that is not defended against by T. This is expressed by the formula

\[ \text{EXT}(s, F, T, \text{com}) = \text{EXT}(s, F, T, \text{adm}) \land \bigwedge_{a \in A \setminus T} \bigvee_{b \in A} \left( r_{b,a} \land \bigwedge_{c \in T} \neg r_{c,b} \right). \]

6. Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refinement

In this section, we present algorithms for solving enforcement problems beyond NP, i.e., the $\Sigma^P_2$-complete problems of strict extension enforcement under the preferred, semi-stable, and stage semantics, and non-strict extension enforcement under the semi-stable and (the possibly $\Sigma^P_2$-complete) stage semantics. Motivated by completeness of these problem variants for the second level of the polynomial hierarchy, we employ a general approach called counterexample-guided abstraction refinement (CEGAR) (Clarke et al., 2004, 2003). The basic idea is to start with an NP-abstraction, which is a problem in NP and an overapproximation of the original problem, and to solve it, leading to a candidate solution. Then we use an NP-oracle (such as a SAT solver) iteratively to check whether the candidate is indeed a solution to the original, harder problem by asking the solver for a counterexample. If there are none, we have found an optimal solution and exit the loop, and if there is a counterexample, we refine the abstraction by adding constraints which rule out the counterexample given by the oracle, and continue by solving the abstraction. While there are no guarantees on finding the actual solution before an exponential blow-up of the encoding of the refinement in general, this approach has been shown to be effective in practice in different domains (Janota, Grigore, & Marques-Silva, 2010; Donaldson, Kaiser, Kroening, Tautschnig, & Wahl, 2012).

6.1 CEGAR Algorithm for Extension Enforcement

We provide CEGAR algorithms for solving the strict extension enforcement problem under the preferred, semi-stable, and stage semantics, and for the non-strict extension enforcement problem under the semi-stable and stage semantics. The NP-abstractions used are the admissible or complete semantics for the preferred and semi-stable semantics, and conflict-free sets for stage, since these overapproximate the problem at hand (recall Definition 3). The abstraction is solved using a MaxSAT solver, leading to a candidate solution, i.e., an AF that is an optimal solution to the extension enforcement under the chosen NP semantics. The validity of the candidate AF is checked using...
a SAT solver by constructing a formula which is unsatisfiable if and only if $T$ has been enforced in the AF, resulting in a refinement of the NP-abstraction in case a counterexample is found.

Let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF, $T \subseteq A$ the set to be enforced under semantics $\sigma \in \{prf, sem, stg\}$, and let $M \in \{ns, s\}$ be the type of enforcement (non-strict or strict). The CEGAR algorithm for solving these problems is presented as Algorithm 1. The first step is to choose the base semantics, denoted by $\chi$, that acts as an overapproximation of the original problem. We choose conflict-free sets for stage, and the admissible or complete semantics for semi-stable and preferred, since these are solvable via a direct MaxSAT call (recall Section 5.2). Next, we construct the MaxSAT clauses for solving the corresponding extension enforcement problem under the semantics $\chi$, and enter the main loop of the algorithm. In the loop, we solve the problem via a MaxSAT solver call, extracting a truth assignment $\tau$. Then we use it to construct the candidate solution AF $F' = (A, R')$, where

$$R' = \{(a, b) | a, b \in A, \tau(r_{a,b}) = 1\}.$$ 

Now we can use a SAT solver to check whether $F'$ is also a solution to the enforcement problem under the semantics $\sigma$. Recall that for strict enforcement, we need to check if $T \in \sigma(F')$, and for non-strict enforcement, we check if $T' \in \sigma(F')$, where

$$T' = \{a \in A | \tau(x_a) = 1\}.$$ 

For this SAT solver call, we encode the base semantics following Besnard and Doutre (2004), by defining for each $a \in A$ a Boolean variable $y_a$ (to distinguish from the $x_a$ variables used in the MaxSAT solver call) with the interpretation $\tau(y_a) = 1$ iff $a$ is included in a $\chi$-extension of the AF $F'$. Now, conflict-free sets are encoded as

$$\text{EXTENSION}(F', cf) = \bigwedge_{(a, b) \in R'} (\neg y_a \lor \neg y_b),$$ 

stating that for all attacks in $R'$, either the attacker or the attacked argument is not contained in the conflict-free set. Admissible semantics can be expressed by the clauses

$$\text{EXTENSION}(F', \text{adm}) = \text{EXTENSION}(F', cf) \land \bigwedge_{(b, a) \in R'} (y_a \rightarrow \left( \bigvee_{(c, b) \in R} y_c \right)), $$ 

Algorithm 1 CEGAR-based extension enforcement for $\sigma \in \{prf, sem, stg\}$ with $M = s$, and for $\sigma \in \{sem, stg\}$ with $M = ns$.

1: if $\sigma \in \{prf, sem\}$ then $\chi \leftarrow \text{com}$ else $\chi \leftarrow \text{cf}$
2: $\phi_h \leftarrow \text{EXT}(M, F, T, \sigma)$
3: if $M = \text{ns}$ then $\phi_h \leftarrow \phi_h \land \text{RANGE}(A)$
4: while true do
5: $(c, \tau) \leftarrow \text{MAXSAT}((\phi_h, \phi_h(F)))$
6: result $\leftarrow \text{SAT}(\text{CHECK}(M, A, \tau, S, \sigma))$
7: if result = unsatisfiable then return $(c, \tau)$
8: else $\phi_h \leftarrow \phi_h \land \text{REFINE}(\tau, M)$
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that is, an admissible extension is conflict-free, and if there is an attack on an argument in the extension, there must be a defending argument in the extension. Finally, we encode complete semantics by

\[ \text{EXTENSION}(F', \text{com}) = \text{EXTENSION}(F', \text{adm}) \land \bigwedge_{a \in A} \left( \left( \bigwedge_{(b,a) \in R'} \left( \bigvee_{(c,b) \in R'} y_c \right) \right) \rightarrow y_a \right), \]

i.e., complete extensions are admissible, and each argument that is defended is also included in the extension. For preferred semantics, we check whether there is a strict superset of \( T \), which we express via

\[ \text{SUPERSET}(F', T, \text{prf}) = \bigwedge_{a \in T} y_a \land \bigvee_{a \in A \setminus T} y_a. \]

In the case of semi-stable and stage semantics, we similarly need to search for a superset with respect to the range of \( T \) (for strict enforcement) or \( T' \) (for non-strict enforcement), which we denote by \( S \). To accomplish this, we define for each \( a \in A \) a new Boolean variable \( y_a^+ \) which encode the range of each argument as a conjunction of equivalences

\[ \text{RANGE}(F') = \bigwedge_{a \in A} \left( y_a^+ \leftrightarrow \left( y_a \lor \bigvee_{(b,a) \in R'} y_b \right) \right). \]

Now, under \( \sigma \in \{\text{sem, stg}\} \), checking whether there is a superset of \( S \) with respect to the range is encoded as

\[ \text{SUPERSET}(F', S, \sigma) = \bigwedge_{a \in S^+_{R'}} y_a^+ \land \bigvee_{a \in A \setminus S^+_{R'}} y_a^+ \land \text{RANGE}(F'). \]

If such a superset that is a \( \chi \)-extension exists, the formula

\[ \text{CHECK}(M, A, \tau, S, \sigma) = \text{EXTENSION}(F', \sigma) \land \text{SUPERSET}(F', S, \sigma) \]

is satisfiable, providing a counterexample that \( F' \) is not an actual solution, that is, \( T \) or \( T' \) is not a \( \sigma \)-extension in \( F' \).

For the refinement step, we define the shorthand that encodes the attack structure \( R' \) of \( F' \) via

\[ \text{ATTACK}((\tau) = \bigwedge_{(a,b) \in R'} \tau_{a,b} \land \bigwedge_{(a,b) \in (A \times A) \setminus R'} \neg \tau_{a,b}. \]

The current abstraction \( \psi \) is in the strict case refined by

\[ \text{REFINE}(\tau, s) = \neg \text{ATTACK}((\tau), \]

which rules out the attack structure of the candidate solution. In the non-strict case, however, it may be that the attack structure of our candidate solution is indeed correct, but the superset \( T'' \) of \( T \) is not. In other words, there might be a \( \chi \)-extension \( T'' \) that is also a \( \sigma \)-extension in \( F' \). If this is the case, then the range of the set \( T'' \) is not a subset of the range of \( F' \). This is ruled out by

\[ \text{REFINE}(\tau, ns) = \neg \text{ATTACK}((\tau) \lor \bigvee_{a \in A \setminus T''} x_a^+, \]
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where we have defined range variables (Line 3) via

$$\text{RANGE}(A) = \bigwedge_{a \in A} \left( x_a^+ \leftrightarrow \left( x_a \lor \bigvee_{b \in A} (r_{b,a} \land x_b) \right) \right).$$

Algorithm 1 will produce an optimal solution to strict enforcement for \{prf, sem, stg\} and non-strict enforcement for \{sem, stg\}, respectively, as at each iteration the current abstraction is solved to optimum.

Example 5. Consider the AF $F$ in Example 3 on page 7, and enforcing $T = \{d\}$ strictly under the preferred semantics. We go through a hypothetical run of the CEGAR algorithm. Start by defining Boolean variables $r_{a,a}, r_{a,b}, r_{a,c}, r_{a,d}, r_{b,a}, r_{b,b}, r_{b,c}, r_{b,d}, r_{c,a}, r_{c,b}, r_{c,c}, r_{c,d}, r_{d,a}, r_{d,b}, r_{d,c}, r_{d,d}$.

Using complete as the base semantics for the abstraction, we form the hard clauses $\varphi_h = \text{EXT}(s, F, T, \text{com})$ along with the soft clauses $\varphi_s(F)$, and enter the CEGAR loop of Algorithm 1. Suppose the MaxSAT solver returns a truth assignment corresponding to AF $F' = (A, R')$, where

$$R' = \{(a, c), (b, a), (b, c), (c, a), (d, b)\},$$

i.e., the attack $(a, c)$ has been added and the attack $(c, d)$ removed, illustrated in Figure 10.

Now we form a SAT instance with the variables $y_a, y_b, y_c, y_d$, and the clauses

$$\text{CHECK}(s, A, \tau, T, \text{prf}) = \text{EXTENSION}(F', \text{adm}) \land \text{SUPPERSET}(F', T, \text{prf})$$

$$= (\neg y_a \lor \neg y_b) \land (\neg y_a \lor \neg y_c)$$

$$\land (\neg y_b \lor \neg y_c) \land (\neg y_b \lor \neg y_d)$$

$$\land (y_c \rightarrow (y_b \lor y_c)) \land (y_a \rightarrow y_d)$$

$$\land (y_c \rightarrow y_d) \land (y_a \rightarrow (y_a \lor y_b)) \land (y_b \rightarrow \bot)$$

$$\land y_d \land (y_a \lor y_b \lor y_c).$$

This instance is satisfiable via the truth assignment $\tau(y_a) = 1$, $\tau(y_b) = 0$, $\tau(y_c) = 0$, $\tau(y_d) = 1$, corresponding to the admissible extension $\{a, d\}$. Therefore we get a counterexample, and we refine the solution via adding the hard clause

$$\text{REFINE}(\tau, s) = \lnot \text{ATTACK}(\tau)$$

and continue in the CEGAR loop. Now suppose the MaxSAT solver suggests the attack structure

$$R'' = \{(b, a), (b, c), (c, a), (c, d), (d, a), (d, b), (d, c)\},$$

corresponding to an AF $F'' = (A, R'')$, where the attacks $(d, a)$ and $(d, c)$ have been added into the framework, illustrated in Figure 10. Again, we form a SAT instance with the variables $y_a, y_b,$
\(y_c\) and \(y_d\), and the clauses

\[
\text{CHECK}(s, A, \tau, T, \text{prf}) = \text{EXTENSION}(F''', \text{adm}) \land \text{SUPERSET}(F''', T, \text{prf})
\]

\[
= (\neg y_a \lor \neg y_b) \land (\neg y_a \lor \neg y_c)
\land (\neg y_a \lor \neg y_d) \land (\neg y_b \lor \neg y_c)
\land (\neg y_b \lor \neg y_d) \land (\neg y_c \lor \neg y_d)
\land (y_a \rightarrow y_d) \land (y_c \rightarrow y_d)
\land (y_a \rightarrow (y_b \lor y_d)) \land (y_d \rightarrow (y_b \lor y_d))
\land (y_a \rightarrow y_c) \land (y_b \rightarrow y_c) \land (y_c \rightarrow y_c)
\land y_d \land (y_a \lor y_b \lor y_c)
\]

Since we must set \(\tau(y_d) = 1\) due to the unit clause \(y_d\), we know that we must set \(\tau(y_a) = 0\), \(\tau(y_c) = 0\) and \(\tau(y_d) = 0\) due to the clauses encoding conflict-freeness. Therefore the instance is unsatisfiable, since the clause \(y_a \lor y_c \lor y_d\) is not satisfied. Now we know that the AF \(F''' = (A, R''')\) is an optimal solution to the enforcement problem.

![Figure 10: The argumentation frameworks \(F'\) (left) and \(F''\) (right) in Example 5.](image)

7. Experiments

We implemented the MaxSAT encodings and CEGAR algorithms described in the previous sections in the software system Pakota (Niskanen, Wallner, & Järvisalo, 2016) available online in open source at [http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/coreo/pakota/](http://www.cs.helsinki.fi/group/coreo/pakota/). In addition to solving instances of the NP-hard variants of the extension enforcement problem optimally, for the NP-complete problem variants Pakota offers an option for direct output of the produced encoding in standard WCNF and LP file formats for MaxSAT solvers and IP solvers, respectively. This allows for calling any MaxSAT or IP solver on the encoding. Pakota also offers a general interface for plugging in essentially any MaxSAT solver of choice.

Here we present results of an empirical evaluation of the scalability of the Pakota system under different problem variants for extension enforcement, both the NP- and the \(\Sigma_2^P\)-complete ones. In addition we evaluate the impact of the choice of the underlying MaxSAT solver. For the NP-complete problem variants, in the experiments we used the state-of-the-art MaxSAT solvers MaxHS (Davies & Bacchus, 2013), Maxino (Alviano, Dodaro, & Ricca, 2015), MSCG (Mor-gado, Ignatiev, & Marques-Silva, 2015), Open-WBO (Martins, Manquinho, & Lynce, 2014), and WPM (Ansótegui, Didier, & Gabàs, 2015), using the MaxSAT Evaluation 2015 versions, as well as the commercial IBM CPLEX integer programming solver (version 12.6), by directly solving the CNF encoding as produced by Pakota. For CEGAR, we compare the performance of Open-WBO and LMHS (Saikko, Berg, & Järvisalo, 2016) as the underlying MaxSAT solvers, as supported by
Pakota, and the complete semantics as the base abstraction\(^2\). Out of the solvers considered, Maxino, MSCG, Open-WBO, and WPM are core-guided MaxSAT solvers, and MaxHS and LMHS are SAT-IP hybrids.

We also compare the performance of Pakota and the only other solver for extension enforcement we are aware of, introduced by Coste-Marquis et al. (2015), which we obtained from the author and developer of the solver, Jean-Guy Mailly. We refer to it as the IJCAI’15 solver. The obtained version of the IJCAI’15 solver does not support any other AF semantics than stable, and therefore no results for other semantics using this solver are presented here.

We generated benchmark instances for the experiments as follows. Given a number of arguments and an edge probability \(p\), we formed an AF based on the Erdős-Rényi random digraph model, where each attack is included independently with probability \(p\). Given an AF and a number of enforced arguments, we constructed a corresponding enforcement instance by sampling the enforced arguments uniformly at random from the set of arguments, without replacement. For each number of arguments \(|A| \in \{25, 50, \ldots\}\) and each edge probability \(p \in \{0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3\}\), we generated five AFS. For each AF, we generated five enforcement instances with \(|T|/|A| \in \{0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3\}\). We thus obtained 400 instances for each \(|A|\). The generated instances and the benchmark generator are available through the Pakota webpage.

The experiments were run on 2.83-GHz Intel Xeon E5440 quad-core machines with 32-GB RAM and Debian GNU/Linux 8 using a timeout of 900 seconds per instance.

### 7.1 Results for First-Level Problems

We start with the NP-complete extension enforcement problems of enforcing an extension non-strictly under the admissible and stable semantics, and strictly under the complete semantics. Figures 11 (right), 12 (right) and 13 (right) provide overviews of the median runtimes for Open-WBO, WPM, Maxino, MSCG, MaxHS, and CPLEX with respect to the number of arguments. Open-WBO exhibits better performance than the rest of the solvers in terms of median runtimes. All in all, the core-guided MaxSAT solvers Open-WBO, WPM, Maxino and MSCG perform the best. The plots in Figures 11 (left), 12 (left) and 13 (left) give the number of instances solved (x-axis) as a function of a per-instance time limit (y-axis). CPLEX performs considerably better in terms of solving more instances than the rest of the solvers. However, on non-strict admissible (Figure 11 (left)) and strict complete (Figure 12 (left)) CPLEX is slower than most of the other solvers. As seen from Figure 12 (left), on strict complete CPLEX and Maxino are the only solvers which solve all of the instances generated within the time limit. Furthermore, for strict enforcement under complete semantics, all of the MaxSAT solvers solve more instances compared to non-strict admissible and non-strict stable, indicating that strict complete is empirically easier on these instances.

In Figure 14 (left) we show the median runtimes for Open-WBO and CPLEX on non-strict admissible, strict complete, and non-strict stable extension enforcement, along with the IJCAI’15 solver on non-strict stable. The median runtimes for Open-WBO are clearly lower than for the rest of the solvers, which indicates that using core-guided MaxSAT solvers is a promising approach for solving the extension enforcement problem, with most of the instances even with \(|A| = 350\) solved under one second. The performance of the IJCAI’15 solver is essentially the same as that

---

\(^2\) Based on preliminary experimentation, in terms of runtime performance the complete semantics serves as at least as good a base semantics as admissible sets. This follows the natural intuition based on the subset relation between complete and admissible.
of CPLEX, which comes as no surprise as it also encodes the problem instance as an IP instance, using CPLEX as the underlying solver.

The relative performance of Open-WBO and CPLEX on non-strict admissible, strict complete, and non-strict stable is illustrated in Figure 14 (right) and Figure 15. For strict complete, Open-WBO solves most instances considerably faster than CPLEX. However, some instances are not solved within the time limit by Open-WBO, as opposed to CPLEX which solves all of the instances within the time limit. For non-strict admissible and non-strict stable, on the other hand, the performance of Open-WBO is not significantly better than that of CPLEX. A large number of instances is solved faster by CPLEX, and CPLEX has only a few timeouts. Non-strict extension enforcement under the admissible semantics seems to be empirically harder for CPLEX than under stable; the distribution of runtimes in Figure 14 (right) is already approaching the time limit at $|A| = 350$. 

Figure 11: MaxSAT solver comparison for NP-complete non-strict extension enforcement under the admissible semantics.

Figure 12: MaxSAT solver comparison for NP-complete strict extension enforcement under the complete semantics.
Figure 13: MaxSAT solver comparison for NP-complete non-strict extension enforcement under the stable semantics.

Figure 14: Left: NP-complete extension enforcement (non-strict under admissible and stable, strict under complete); right: OpenWBO versus CPLEX on non-strict admissible.

7.2 Results for Second-Level Problems

Turning to the $\Sigma_2^P$-complete problem of enforcing an extension strictly under the preferred semantics, the median runtimes for the CEGAR algorithm are shown in Figure 16 (left) together with the distribution of the runtimes. Even with 175 arguments, most of the instances are solved within one second. Similarly, for the $\Sigma_2^P$-complete problem of extension enforcement under the semi-stable semantics, Figure 16 (right) and Figure 17 (left) include plots for the strict and non-strict variants of the problem, on which we observe similar scalability as in the case of preferred semantics.

Figure 17 (right) gives an overview of the relative performance of the MaxSAT solvers OpenWBO and LMHS on the CEGAR approach for strict enforcement under the preferred semantics. Here we observe that OpenWBO solves most of the generated instances faster than LMHS. The
results of the empirical evaluation for stage semantics are not shown here, since the solvers time out on most of the instances even at 25 arguments. This is due to using the conflict-free semantics as the base abstraction, which basically just tells the MaxSAT solver to remove all attacks inside the enforced set. This results in the solver guessing truth assignments, i.e., the attack structure, without any further constraints. Therefore in practice the algorithm has too many iterations in the CEGAR loop, resulting in high runtimes. To improve the approach, we hypothesize that a more restricting base abstraction, or better refinement clauses, are needed.

In summary, we have shown that using MaxSAT solvers and a CEGAR-based approach for extension enforcement is practically viable, solving instances with 200 arguments and beyond on most of the problem variants. In general, core-guided MaxSAT solvers appear to provide the best alternative in terms of the median runtimes.
8. Other Extension Enforcement Variants

Finally, we shortly discuss other variants of extension enforcement in light of our approach as well as the related complexity questions. Baumann and Brewka (2010) consider enforcement under so-called expansions of an AF $F = (A, R)$, which result in AF $F' = (A \cup A', R \cup R')$ with new arguments $A'$ and new attacks $R'$ such that $A \cap A' = R \cap R' = \emptyset$ and one of $A'$ or $R'$ is non-empty. An expansion is normal if for each $(a, b) \in R'$ we have $a \in A'$ or $b \in A'$; strong if $a \notin A$; and weak if $b \notin A$. The tasks for enforcement under these variants are the same as for strict and non-strict, with the additional requirement that the enforcing AF is to be normal, strong, or weak expansion. Analogously to the complexity results on argument-fixed enforcement already presented in this paper, we give complexity results for non-strict enforcement under normal, strong, or weak expansions for a fixed set $A'$ of additional arguments, i.e., $A'$ is part of the input. A proof is provided in Appendix A.

Theorem 11. Non-strict enforcement under normal, strong, or weak expansions

- for admissible, complete, preferred, and stable semantics is NP-complete; and
- for semi-stable and stage semantics is $\Sigma_2^P$-complete.

Argument-fixed extension enforcement, as considered in this work, allows arbitrary changes to the attack structure, and does not allow additional arguments. However, by adjusting the MaxSAT encoding in an appropriate way, further variants of these problems can be solved via the same approach, including capturing normal, strong, and weak expansions under a bounded number of additional arguments. First of all, as also pointed out by Coste-Marquis et al. (2015), enforcement under expansions can be encoded via additional hard constraints for a fixed set $A'$ of additional arguments; the same holds for the MaxSAT encodings. In particular, our encodings allow for introducing any bounded number of additional arguments $A'$ by considering $A \cup A'$ instead of the set $A$ in the clauses of the encoding. However, we note that it is not clear under which condition the cost of optimal solutions is preserved when restricting these problems by considering a fixed set $A'$.
(e.g., a singleton set). In fact, the following example shows that the costs of optimal solutions—and the sets of optimal solutions—do not in general coincide. Consider strictly enforcing \( \{ t_1, t_2 \} \) under semi-stable semantics and weak expansions. The AF in Figure 18 requires two new arguments (for each argument \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) we need a new argument to extend their range); restricting \( A' \) to singleton sets does not yield any solutions.

More control on the attack structures of interest can be obtained by fixing a part of the attack structure of the solution AF which is accomplished by making the corresponding soft clauses hard. In other words, if we want the attacks \( R^+ \subseteq A \times A \) to be present, and the attacks \( R^- \subseteq A \times A \) not to be present in the solution AF, we can introduce the hard clauses

\[
\bigwedge_{(a,b) \in R^+} r_{a,b} \land \bigwedge_{(a,b) \in R^-} \neg r_{a,b}
\]

to the encoding, and modify the soft clauses by enumerating through the set \((A \times A) \setminus (R^+ \cup R^-)\) instead of \(A \times A\). By further including a bounded number of additional arguments in the encodings, this allows for capturing normal, strong, and weak expansions by restricting changes to the attack structure according to the restrictions imposed by these forms of expansions. Furthermore, our CEGAR algorithm (Algorithm 1) with adapted hard constraints can also be applied for the preferred, semi-stable, and stage semantics under normal, strong, or weak expansions. However, as noted by Baumann and Brewka (2010) and Coste-Marquis et al. (2015), solutions to extension enforcement are not guaranteed to exist under normal, strong, or weak expansions.

Weighted argument systems, as defined by Dunne et al. (2011), are an extension of Dung’s argumentation frameworks. In addition to the arguments and attacks, a non-zero weight is assigned to each attack, corresponding to the relative strength of the attack. Similarly to this approach, the enforcement problem can be modified by introducing a non-zero weight to each \((a, b) \in A \times A\) via the weight function \(w: A \times A \to \mathbb{Z}_+\). Intuitively, if \((a, b) \in R\), the weight \(w(a, b)\) corresponds to the strength of the existing attack, i.e., how reluctant we are to remove it, and if \((a, b) \notin R\), the weight \(w(a, b)\) expresses how reluctant we are to add the attack. Now, using weighted partial MaxSAT instead of partial MaxSAT, this problem can be solved via the same approach by assigning to each soft clause \(r'_{a,b}\) the weight \(w(a, b)\).

9. Conclusions

The study of computational aspects of argumentation dynamics is a topical area of research in AI argumentation. We presented complexity results and novel algorithms, based on a declarative optimization approach, for several variants of argument-fixed extension enforcement. As the main contributions, on the theoretical side we presented a nearly complete computational complexity map of the considered problem variants. Complementing the theoretical analysis, we proposed algorithms for the variants, ranging from constructive polytime results to procedures going beyond NP for the second-level complete problem variants, and presented empirical results from an extended empirical evaluation of our system implementation of the algorithms on the scalability of

Figure 18: Enforcement under weak expansions
the approach. Further improving the efficiency of the approach both via understanding what makes enforcement instances hard and via employing optimization solvers incrementally with the CEGAR approach, as well as studying potential extensions of the algorithmic ideas presented in this article to other types of argumentation dynamics, are important aspects of future work. For example, extending the MaxSAT-based approach to cover extension enforcement under the grounded semantics is a nontrivial problem. Scalability of the presented algorithms on other argumentation framework generation models, such as those proposed by Cerutti, Giacomin, and Vallati (2016) as well as ones arising from possible application scenarios, would also be interesting to study.
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Appendix A. Proofs

**Lemma 7.** Let $X$ be a set, $\text{choice}(X) = F_g = (A_g, R_g)$, and $T = \{t_1, t_2, t_3\}$ with $T \subseteq A_g$. Further, let $F = (A, R)$ be an AF such that $A_g \subseteq A$, $R_g \subseteq R$, and $\exists a, a' \in R$ with $a' \in A_g$ and $a \in A \setminus A_g$. We define

$$
\hat{F} = \{F' \mid F' = (A, R'), T \subseteq \mathcal{F}(T), T \in \text{cf}(F'),$
$$
\mathcal{F}(T) \cap \{d_1, d_2 \mid x \in X\} = \emptyset, |R\Delta R'| \leq 3 \cdot |X|\}.
$$

For each $F' \in \hat{F}$ with $F' = (A, R')$ and each $x \in X$ exactly one of the following statements holds.

1. There exists a $(t, x) \in R'$ with $t \in T$, and there does not exist an $(t', x') \in R'$ with $t' \in T$.
2. There exists a $(t, x) \in R'$ with $t \in T$, and there does not exist an $(t', x') \in R'$ with $t' \in T$.

Further, it holds that $(R\Delta R' \subseteq (T \cup X \cup \overline{X}) \times (T \cup X \cup \overline{X}))$.

**Proof.** Let $\hat{F}$ be defined as in the lemma and let $F' \in \hat{F}$. For convenience we use the shorthand $D_x = \{d_1, d_2\}$. Consider

$$
R_x = \{(a, b) \mid a \in A, b \in \{x, \overline{x}\} \cup D_x \} \cup \{(z, t) \mid z \in \{x, \overline{x}\} \cup D_x, t \in T\}.
$$

Here $R_x$ contains all attacks onto arguments in the “gadget” made for $x$ and all attacks from these gadget arguments to $T$. It holds that for each $x, x' \in X$ with $x \neq x'$ that $R_x \cap R_{x'} = \emptyset$. We now show that for each $x \in X$ it holds that $|(R \cap R_x) \Delta (R' \cap R_x)| = 3$. Let $x \in X$ and $m = |(R \cap R_x) \Delta (R' \cap R_x)|$. We consider each case separately.

- Case $m = 0$: Then $T \nsubseteq \mathcal{F}(T)$, since $(x, t_1) \in R'$ and $\exists x(t, x) \in R'$ for $t \in T$.
- case $m = 1$: Then $T \nsubseteq \mathcal{F}(T)$, since both $\{x, \overline{x}\}$ attacks $T$ in $F$ via four attacks. Removal of one of these four attacks results in $T$ not defending itself in $F'$; likewise adding an attack from $T$ onto $\{x, \overline{x}\}$ cannot defend $T$ against both arguments $x$ and $\overline{x}$.
Thus, under the assumptions of the lemma, for each \(x\) statement 2 as shorthands for the two statements. Consider again \(x\) if both statement 1 and statement 2 hold for \(x\) negated form. contradiction. Now suppose both statements do not hold. For convenience, we state both again in hold (both negated statements consist of a disjunction of two assertions).

\[ \text{Negated statement 1 is (1) or (2) and negated statement 2 is (3) or (4).} \]

We now show that exactly one of the statements in the lemma holds. We use statement 1 and statement 2 as shorthands for the two statements. Consider again \(x\) and \(R_x\) as defined above. If both statement 1 and statement 2 hold for \(x\) in \(X\), then \(|(R \cap R_x) \Delta (R' \cap R_x)| < 3\) which is not possible (see previous cases).

Thus, under the assumptions of the lemma, for each \(x \in X\) we have \(|((R \cap R_x) \Delta (R' \cap R_x))| = 3\).

We now show that exactly one of the statements in the lemma holds. We use statement 1 and statement 2 as shorthands for the two statements. Consider again \(x \in X\) and \(R_x\) as defined above. If both statement 1 and statement 2 hold for \(x \in X\), then \(|(R \cap R_x) \Delta (R' \cap R_x)| < 3\) which is not possible (see previous cases).

| Case \(m = 2\): We consider here two subcases for \(F'\), namely that both \(\{x, \overline{x}\}\) are attacked by \(T\), or at least one of these arguments is not attacked by \(T\). |
| Assume it holds that \(\{(t, x), (t', \overline{x})\} \subseteq R'\) for some \(t, t' \in T\). This implies that \(D_x \subseteq F_{F'}(T)\), since all attackers of \(D_x\) are attacked by \(T\) (see also Figure 6b). |
| Assume there exists a \(z \in \{x, \overline{x}\}\) such that there is no \(t \in T\) with \((t, z) \in R'\). Consider again two subcases. Either there exists an attack from \(z\) to \(T\) or not in \(F'\). If such an attack does not exist, then there must exist an undefended attack from \(\{x, \overline{x}\} \setminus \{z\}\) onto \(T\) (removing both attacks from \(z\) to \(T\) are the only changes on attacks in \(R_x\)). If there is an attack from \(z\) to \(T\) in \(F'\), then \(T\) does not defend itself against this attack. |
| Case \(m = 3\): This case is possible, as witnessed by, e.g., one of the two statements in the lemma. |
| Case \(m > 3\): Since \(|R \Delta R'| \leq 3 \cdot |X|\), it holds that if \(m > 3\), then there exists an \(x' \in X\) such that \(|(R \cap R_x) \Delta (R' \cap R_x')| < 3\) which is not possible (see previous cases). |

\[
\forall t \in T \text{ it holds that } (t, x) \notin R' \quad \text{(1)} \\
\exists t' \in T \text{ s.t. } (\overline{x}, t') \in R' \quad \text{(2)} \\
\forall t \in T \text{ it holds that } (t, \overline{x}) \notin R' \quad \text{(3)} \\
\exists t' \in T \text{ s.t. } (x, t') \in R' \quad \text{(4)}
\]

Negated statement 1 is (1) or (2) and negated statement 2 is (3) or (4).

We again proceed by case analysis. We consider the four cases where both negated statements hold (both negated statements consist of a disjunction of two assertions).

- Case (1) and (3) hold. In this case \(T\) does not attack \(\{x, \overline{x}\}\). Since in \(F\) there are four attacks from \(\{x, \overline{x}\}\) onto \(T\) at least one of them must be present in \(F'\). Therefore \(T\) does not defend itself.
- Case (1) and (4) hold. Here \(T\) does not attack \(x\) and \(x\) attacks \(T\). Thus \(T\) does not defend itself.
- Case (2) and (3) hold. Symmetric to the second case ((1) and (4) hold).
- Case (2) and (4) hold. In this case both \(\{x, \overline{x}\}\) attack \(T\). To defend \(T\) in \(F'\) against these two arguments, two attacks from \(T\) onto both \(x\) and \(\overline{x}\) are required to be present in \(F'\). We further know that \(D_x \cap F_{F'}(T) = \emptyset\). Since \(T\) defends both arguments in \(D_x\) from potential attacks from \(\{x, \overline{x}\}\), we can infer that both \(d_{f1}\) and \(d_{f2}\) are attacked by at least one argument in \(A \setminus \{x, \overline{x}\}\). This is a contradiction, since in \(F\) there are no such attacks and one is required to be present in \(F'\) for each argument in \(D_x\), which would imply that \(|((R \cap R_x) \Delta (R' \cap R_x))| > 3\) (two changes for attacks from \(T\) onto \(\{x, \overline{x}\}\) and two attacks onto \(D_x\)).
Therefore either statement 1 holds or statement 2 holds but not both. This also implies the final claim in the lemma, i.e., \( RΔR' \subseteq (T \cup X \cup \overline{X}) \times (T \cup X \cup \overline{X}) \). \[ \square \]

**Theorem 9.** Strict extension enforcement for preferred and semi-stable semantics is \( \Sigma^P_2 \)-complete.

**Proof.** Membership follows from guessing a new attack structure for a given enforcement problem, and verifying with an NP-oracle whether the given set is a preferred, resp. semi-stable, extension (Dunne & Caminada, 2008; Caminada et al., 2012; Dvořák & Woltran, 2010). Further, we check whether the symmetric difference between the new and original attack structure does not exceed the given bound.

For hardness we reduce from the problem of checking whether a given closed quantified Boolean formula (QBF) in prenex normal form \( \psi = \exists X \forall Y \phi \) is satisfiable (or true). W.l.o.g. let \( \phi \) be in disjunctive normal form. We construct the following instance of our enforcement problem with \( (A_g, R_g) = \text{choice}(X) \) and \( C \) the set of conjunctions of \( \phi \). Within this proof, we view conjunctions also as sets. Let \( V = \{ v_x \mid x \in X \} \).

\[
A = A_g \cup V \cup \overline{V} \cup Y \cup \overline{Y} \cup C \cup \{ \overline{f}, f \} \\
R = R_g \cup \{(y, \overline{y}), (\overline{y}, y) \mid y \in Y \} \cup \{(x, v_x), (\overline{v}_x, v_x) \mid x \in X \} \cup \{(x, v_x) \mid x \in X \} \cup \{(x, v_x) \mid x \in X \} \cup \{(v_x, c) \mid v_x \in V, \neg x \in c \} \cup \{(v_x, c) \mid \overline{v}_x \in \overline{Y}, x \in c \} \cup \{(y, c) \mid y \in Y, \neg y \in c \} \cup \{(\overline{y}, c) \mid \overline{y} \in \overline{V}, y \in c \} \cup \{(c, f) \mid c \in C \} \cup \{(f, f) \} \cup \{(f, z) \mid z \in V \cup \overline{V} \cup Y \cup \overline{Y} \}\]

Finally, we set \( k = 3 \cdot |X| \). The reduction is shown in Figure 19 and can be computed in polynomial time. Let \( \sigma \in \{ \text{prf}, \text{sem} \} \). We now claim that there exists an \( F' = (A, R') \) such that \( T \in \sigma(F') \) with \( |RΔR'| \leq 3 \cdot |X| \) iff \( \psi \) is satisfiable. For some truth assignment \( \tau \) defined on variables \( X \cup Y \) we denote by \( \tau|_X \) the restriction of \( \tau \) to \( X \), i.e., the truth assignment \( \tau' \) that is defined on \( X \) and \( \tau(x) = \tau'(x) \) for all \( x \in X \).

Assume that \( \psi \) is satisfiable. This means there is a partial truth assignment \( \tau \) defined on variables in \( X \) such that for every total interpretation \( \tau' \) on \( X \cup Y \) with \( \tau'|_X = \tau \) we have \( \tau' \models \phi \). We define two sets of attacks \( D_1 \) and \( D_2 \) as follows.

\[
D_1 = \{(x, t) \mid x \in X, \tau(x) = 0, t \in \{t_1, t_2\} \} \cup \{ (\overline{\tau}, t) \mid x \in X, \tau(x) = 1, t \in \{t_1, t_2\} \}, \\
D_2 = \{(t_3, x) \mid x \in X, \tau(x) = 1 \} \cup \{ (t_3, \overline{\tau}) \mid x \in X, \tau(x) = 0 \}.
\]

We now define a new AF \( F' = (A, R') \) with \( R' = (R \setminus D_1) \cup D_2 \). It holds that \( |RΔR'| = 3 \cdot |X| \). We now claim that \( T \in \text{sem}(F') \) (which implies that \( T \in \text{prf}(F') \)).
It holds that $T \in \text{grd}(F')$ because $t_3$ is not attacked at all in $F'$ and for each $x \in X$ there are two attacks from $\{x, \overline{x}\}$ onto $T$ which are counterattacked by $t_3$, thus $\{t_1, t_2\}$ is defended by $t_3$.

We now show that there is no admissible set $T'$ such that $T \subseteq T'$. This claim implies that $T$ is a semi-stable extension of $F'$. Suppose the contrary, i.e., $\exists T' \in \text{adm}(F')$ for which $T \subseteq T'$. First some basic observations. No self-attacking argument in $F'$ can be in $T'$. For all $x \in X$ it holds that $d_1^x$ and $d_2^x$ are not in $T'$, since one of their attackers ($x$ or $\overline{x}$) is not attacked by any argument except themselves. Therefore, the only candidate arguments in $A \setminus T$ to be present in $T'$ are $\overline{f}$ and the arguments in the sets $Y, \overline{Y}, V$, and $\overline{V}$. A further crucial observation is that if $T'$ contains any argument from the sets $Y, \overline{Y}, V$, or $\overline{V}$, then also $\overline{f}$ must be in $T'$ (only $\overline{f}$ defends these arguments against $f$). Thus, $T'$ must contain $\overline{f}$. Since $\overline{f}$ is attacked by all $c \in C$, at least one attacker of each $c$ must be present in $T'$. From these arguments we create a partial truth assignment as follows.

$$\tau''(z) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if } v_z \in V \cap T' \\ 1 & \text{if } z \in Y \cap T' \\ 0 & \text{if } \overline{v}_z \in \overline{V} \cap T' \\ 0 & \text{if } \overline{z} \in \overline{V} \cap T' \end{cases}$$

This truth assignment is well-defined, i.e., no variable is assigned both 1 and 0, since the corresponding arguments for assigning 1 resp. 0 are mutually attacking in $F'$. It holds that for each $x \in X$ if $\tau''(x)$ is defined on $x$, then $\tau''(x) = \tau(x)$. Suppose the contrary is true, i.e., $\tau''(x) \neq \tau(x)$. We consider the case that $\tau''(x) = 1$ ($\tau''(x) = 0$ is symmetric). Then $v_x \in T'$ and there is no attack from $T$ on $x$ that is in turn attacking $v_x$. This is in contradiction with $T'$ being admissible.

We now prove that $\tau'' \not\models \phi$ (in particular the partial truth assignment suffices to show this even for all completions to all variables in $\phi$). First note that $\phi[\tau'']$ is unsatisfiable iff $\forall c \in C, c[\tau'']$ is unsatisfiable. The latter statement holds if $\forall c \in C, \exists l \in c, \tau''(l) = 0$.

$$\forall c \in C, \exists l \in c, \tau''(l) = 0$$
iff $\forall c \in C, \exists l \in c$
iff $l = z$ then $\tau''(z) = 0$ and
iff $l = \overline{z}$ then $\tau''(z) = 1$
iff $\forall c \in C, \exists l \in c$
iff $l = x, x \in X$ then $\overline{v}_x \in T'$ and
iff $l = y, y \in Y$ then $\overline{y} \in T'$ and
iff $l = \overline{x}, x \in X$ then $v_x \in T'$ and
iff $l = \overline{y}, y \in Y$ then $y \in T'$
iff $\forall c \in C, \exists (z, c) \in R'$
iff $z = \overline{v}_x, x \in X$ then $\overline{v}_x \in T'$ and
iff $z = \overline{y}, y \in Y$ then $\overline{y} \in T'$ and
iff $z = v_x, x \in X$ then $v_x \in T'$ and
iff $z = y, y \in Y$ then $y \in T'$
iff $\forall c \in C, \exists (z, c) \in R'$ it holds that $z \in T'$
iff $\overline{f} \in F_{F'}(T')$. 
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Thus $\tau'' \not\models \phi$ (or if $\tau''$ is partial, then every completion of $\tau''$ to all variables does not satisfy $\phi$).

The previous observations imply that there exists an interpretation $\tau'$ defined on $X \cup Y$ such that $\tau'|_X = \tau$ with $\tau' \not\models \phi$. We define $\tau'$ by assigning the same truth values as $\tau$ to the variables in $X$ and the same truth values to the variables in $Y$ as $\tau''$. It follows that $\tau'$ is not a model of $\phi$. Therefore the assumption that $\mathcal{F} \in T'$ leads to a contradiction. This in turn implies that there is no strictly larger admissible set than $T$ containing $\mathcal{F}$. This means that there is no strictly larger admissible set than $T$ in $F'$ and also that $T \in \text{sem}(F')$ (in fact, $T$ is the only complete extension of $F'$). If $T$ is semi-stable in $F'$, then $T$ is also preferred in $F'$.

We now proceed to the other direction. Assume that there exists an $F' = (A, R')$ such that $T \in \sigma(F')$ and $|R \Delta R'| \leq 3 \cdot |X|$. Due to Lemma 7 we can infer that $R \Delta R'$ contains only attacks from $T$ to $X \cup \overline{X}$ as specified in that lemma. We construct a partial interpretation $\tau$ on $X$ by

$$
\tau(x) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } \exists (t, x) \in R', t \in T \\
0 & \text{if } \exists (t, \overline{x}) \in R', t \in T.
\end{cases}
$$

We now claim that for any interpretation $\tau'$ defined on $X \cup Y$ such that $\tau'|_X = \tau$ we have $\tau' \models \phi$. Suppose the contrary, that is, there exists such a $\tau'$ such that $\tau' \not\models \phi$. Then for all $c \in C$ we have
We now construct a set of arguments $T'$ as follows.

$$
T' = T \cup \{ \overline{f} \} \cup \\
\{ v_x \mid v_x \in V, \tau'(x) = 1 \} \cup \\
\{ \overline{v}_x \mid \overline{v}_x \in \overline{V}, \tau'(x) = 0 \} \cup \\
\{ y \mid y \in Y, \tau'(y) = 1 \} \cup \\
\{ \overline{y} \mid \overline{y} \in \overline{Y}, \tau'(y) = 0 \}
$$

We claim that $T'$ is a semi-stable extension of $F'$. It is immediate that $T'$ defends itself against all attacks in $F'$ except for those coming from $C$. Let $(c, \overline{f})$ be such an attack for $c \in C$. By assumption it holds that there exists a literal $l$ in $c$ such that $\tau' \not= l$. Then the variable of $l$ is assigned the complementary value in $\tau'$. The corresponding argument ($v_x$ or $\overline{v}_x$ if variable is in $X$, otherwise $y$ or $\overline{y}$ if variable is in $Y$) is present in $T'$, thus defending $\overline{f}$ against $c$. This holds for all $c \in C$. Thus $T'$ is admissible. It is immediate that $T'$ is also semi-stable (every argument except $d_1^c$, $d_2^c$ and one of $x, \overline{x}$ for each $x \in X$ is in the range of $T'$; these arguments are never in the range of an admissible set). Since $T \subset T'$ it holds that $T \not\in \text{prf}(F')$ and in turn $T \not\in \text{sem}(F')$. This is a contradiction. Thus $\psi$ is satisfiable.

\[\square\]

**Theorem 11.** Non-strict enforcement under normal, strong, or weak expansions

- for admissible, complete, preferred, and stable semantics is \text{NP}-complete; and
- for semi-stable and stage semantics is $\Sigma_2^P$-complete.

**Proof.** First note that non-strict extension enforcement coincides for admissible, complete, and preferred semantics when we consider one type of expansions. In other words, non-strict extension enforcement coincides under these three semantics under normal expansions, and, as well under these three semantics, coincides under strong, and coincides under weak expansions. To see this, assume a set $X$ is non-strictly enforced under admissible semantics via an expansion with the solution AF $F$. It holds that $X$ is part of an admissible set of $F$, which implies that $X$ is contained in a complete extension of $F$, and that $X$ is contained in a preferred extension of $F$. Assume that $X$ is non-strictly enforced under preferred semantics via an expansion with the solution AF $F'$. Then $X$ is contained in a preferred extension $E$ of $F'$. By definition, it holds that $E$ is both complete and admissible, and, in turn, $X$ is contained in a complete extension (admissible set) of $F'$.

Let $\sigma \in \{ \text{adm}, \text{stb}, \text{sem}, \text{stg} \}$. Membership for all stated complexity results holds via a straightforward guess and check; guess a modified attack structure and superset of the given set to enforce, and check whether the superset is a $\sigma$-extension. One can verify in polynomial time whether a set is admissible or stable. The problem of verifying whether a set is a semi-stable or stage extension is in coNP.

For hardness, similarly as for non-strict extension enforcement with a fixed set of arguments (recall proofs of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4), we reduce from the problem of credulous acceptance of a given argument $a$ in a given AF $F = (A, R)$ under semantics $\sigma$, i.e., checking whether a $\sigma$-extension $E \subseteq A$ exists with $a \in E$. The problem of credulous acceptance is \text{NP}-complete for admissible and stable semantics and $\Sigma_2^P$-complete for semi-stable and stage semantics. We reduce the problem of credulous acceptance to non-strict extension enforcement under expansion as follows. Construct a new AF $F' = (A', R)$ with $A' = A \cup \{ b \}$ with $b \not\in A$. The AF $F'$ is a normal,
strong, and weak expansion of $F$ (no attacks added). From the definitions of the semantics it follows that for any $E \subseteq A$ it holds that $E \in \sigma(F)$ iff $(E \cup \{b\}) \in \sigma(F')$. For $\sigma' \in \{\text{stb, sem, stg}\}$ we have $b \in E$ for all $E \in \sigma'(F')$ (there are no attacks onto or from $b$ in $F'$). For admissible semantics, we can infer that $E' \in \text{adm}(F')$ iff $E' \cup \{b\} \in \text{adm}(F')$ (again by the fact that $b$ is neither attacked or attacks arguments in $A'$). Thus, if $E \in \sigma(F')$, then $E \cup \{b\} \in \sigma(F')$. This implies that an argument $a$ is credulously accepted in $F$ iff argument $a$ is credulously accepted in $F'$ iff one can non-strictly enforce $\{a\}$ under normal, strong, or weak expansions in $F'$ with 0 modifications. □
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